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Section I. INTRODUCTION
Vocabulary teacliing is one of the indispensable components 
of language teaching. Wilkins (1974 : 111 ) states that "without 
grammar very little can be conveyed, without vocabulary nothing 
can be conveyed." Wallace (1982:9) also states that "it is 
possible to have a good knowledge of how the system of a language 
works and yet not be able to communicate in it; whereas, if we 
have the vocabulary we need it is usually possible to 
communicate, after a fashion." In order to communicate with 
other people we should use appropriate vocabulary; otherwise, our 
communication will stop. ^Language teachers should not 
misunderstand that they should emphasize vocabulary teaching more 
than anything else. What teachers need to do is to be able to 
balance vocabulary teaching and the other skills because language 
is not solely composed of vocabulary. Wallace (1982:9) states 
that "vocabulary is not the whole story: the system of, language 
(its ‘grammar' or 'structure') is also important: how the plural 
is formed, how past tense is signified, and so on."
Teachers expect students to master the vocabulary of the 
language as well as its grammatical features. Celce-Murcia 
(1979:242) states that "both grammar and vocabulary are important 
and both can and should be taught in the ESL classroom without 
sacrificing one for the other."
To sum up, in learning a language, students need to have 
control over the lexical items of the language they use.
Problem
Vocabulary teaching has been neglected and seen to have a 
secondary status compared to syntactic structures in language 
teaching. Carter and McCarting (1988:1) state "vocabulary study 
has been neglected by linguists, applied linguists and language 
teachers." Allen (1983:1) states "vocabulary has been neglected 
in programs for teachers during much of the twentieth century." 
Gairns and Redman (1986:1) also state that "in recent years, 
vocabulary has not received the recognition it deserves in the 
classroom."
According to Allen (1983:3), the following are specific 
reasons why vocabulary has been neglected in the past:
1. Vocabulary was being given too much time in 
language classrooms, so it was time to give more 
emphasis on teaching grammar instead of vocabulary.
2. Specialists in this field feared that if 
students learned too many words before the basic 
grammar had been mastered, they would make many 
mistakes in sentence construction. As a result of 
this, teachers were made to believe that teaching 
much vocabulary was not the best way of teaching a 
foreign language.
3. Those who gave advice to teachers seemed to 
be saying that word meanings can be learned only 
through experience and they cannot be adequately 
taught in a classroom. Consequently, little 
attention was directed to techniques for vocabulary 
teaching.
The si tuat ion in the Turkish State Secondary Schools seems
nearly the same as A1len ' s explanations. Grammar is given more
emphasis than vocabulary in teaching English. After an
examination üt the Teacher s' Books, prepared by a commission of
the Ministry of National Education in 1981, the conclusion can be 
drawn that grammar is emphasized more than vocabulary. The 
vocabulary which would be taught was given in lists and advised 
to be taught before presenting subject matter fTeacher^s Rooks: 
RlemfiJi-tary, 1,Z; IjLLe.r.m.eiixiLt.s. 1,2.; Adyanced 1,2, (1981)].
I Although some teachers teach vocabulary at the beginning
level (elementary) they usually shift to teaching grammar while 
teaching at the intermediate and advanced levels. The reason is, 
first, they think tliat grammar is the basic element of language 
teaching, so they spend more time on teaching grammar than on 
teaching vocabulary. They also do not use various techniques but 
generally tend to present vocabulary in a list with their Turkish 
equivalents. The most important reason for this is that teachers 
are obliged to keep up with the syllabus in a limited amount of 
t ime.
Purpose of the Study
Teachers should be systematic in teaching vocabulary. Stern 
(1983:132) states that "for language instruction, lexicography, 
and other practical activities, a systematic understanding of 
lexis is important, and the neglect is all the more curious and 
unjustified." In order to teach vocabulary successfully teachers 
should use a variety of techniques, and audio-visual aids. Thus 
teachers can help students acquire sufficient vocabulary so as to 
communicate and also carry out the four skills: listening, 
speaking, reading, and writing.
This study aims at finding out what the language teaching
experts say about teaching vocabulary, and how teachers deal with 
vocabulary teaching in their classes in the State Secondary 
Schools in Turkey. A comparison of the opinions of experts with 
the practice in Turkish States Secondary Schools will provide a 
basis for improvement of vocabulary teaching in the Secondary 
Schools.
This study also aims at informing teachers of the 
importance of vocabulary teaching and presenting teachers with a 
variety of techniques which can be used with the three levels: 
beginners, intermediate and advanced.
Scope
Sources for data collection were limited to sixty English 
teachers who work at ten State Secondary Schools in Ankara. The 
study deals with only vocabulary teaching, not with testing or 
the acquisition of the language skills of reading, writing, 
listening or speaking.
Techniques in vocabulary teaching are only for content words 
(nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs) not for function words 
(articles, conjunctions, auxiliary verbs and modals). The survey 
provides some helpful teaching techniques for new vocabulary 
items and suggests solutions to problems in learning and 
teaching.
It should be noted that the aim of this stuidy is not to 
criticize the teachers at State Secondary Schools in Turkey but 
to make teachers aware of the importance of vocabulary teaching 
and to increase the effectiveness of both learning and teaching.
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Method
This descriptive study has been based on a review of 
professional literature on the teaching of vocabulary so that 
opinions and explanations of experts can be presented in concise 
form. An extensive review of library materials has been 
conducted at Bilkent TEFL library, Bilkent University library, 
Turkish American Association library, British Council library. 
Yüksek öğretim Kurumu (Higher Education Council) library and the 
libraries of other universities in Ankara.
A questionnaire composed of five questions with 26 choices 
related to vocabulary teaching was prepared and distributed to 67 
English teachers at ten State Secondary Schools in Ankara in 
order to discern some problems in vocabulary teaching and tq see 
how the teachers teach vocabulary in their classes.
Definition of Terms
In this section an attempt is made to define briefly the 
basic terms used in this study.
The terms 'foreign language' and 'second language ax*e used 
as distinct from one another because the teaching and learning 
situations are different. The distinction between them is 
reflected in the use of the words second and foreign.: UidL, 
Teaching English as a Second Language, and T£EL., Teaching English 
as a Foreign Language. Maple (1987:35-36) explains the
difference between TESL and TEFL clearly. According to Maple 
(1987), foreign language learning is in a non-acquisition 
environment and normally in non-English speaking countries.
students all have the same LI (here LI refers to mother tongue of 
the students) and English is not necessary for communication. 
The teacher is usually a non-native speaker of English. Second 
language learning is in an 'acquisition-rich environment,' and 
normally in English speaking countries, , or in non-English 
speaking countries if English is the lingua franca (language of 
communication for commercial or some other purposes) of 
interaction and work or study. Students in the classes are 
usually from more than one LI background, making the use of 
English essential, and the teacher who is a native speaker of 
English in general, usually does not speak the LI of all students 
in the classroom.
Because in this study, English is considered as a foreign 
language in Turkey, vocabulary teaching has been considered 
within the framework of foreign language teaching, not of second 
language teaching.
As this study aims at finding out how teachers deal with 
vocabulary teaching in their classes in the State Secondary 
Schools where English is taught from zero-level to advanced 
level, clarifying the term State Secondary School will be useful. 
State Secondary Schools are divided into two, as Middle Schools 
and Hiefh Schools. According to a book prepared by the Ministry 
of Education (MEGveSB, 1988) Middle Schools are schools where 
students, at the ages of between 12 and 15,· attend after 
Elementary school. Education in these schools is for three years 
and attendance is not compulsory. High Schools are schools where 
students attend from the age of 15 to 18 after Middle School 
education, and attendance is not compulsory, either. In this
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case lli.g.h__S.cJlilQ.l is considered as in two sections: a Middle
School section and a High School section. Vocational High 
Schools are also included in the State Secondary High Schools. 
Students begin to take English courses during the first year of 
Middle School and continue to study English until the last year 
of High School. Each student studies at least one foreign 
language, English, German, or French, for six years in State
Secondary Schools in Turkey.
In language teaching, some approaches, methods and 
techniques have been used for years, to improve effectiveness of 
teaching. As these terms approach. method and technique are used 
in this study defining these terms will be instrumental. Anthony 
(1963) defines approach as "a set of correlative assumptions 
dealing with the nature of language teaching and learning." 
Anthony (1963) also defines method as "an overall plan for the 
orderly presentation of language material, no part of which 
contradicts, and all of which is based upon, the selected 
approach." He also discusses approach as axiomatic and as
procedural. Techniques are, in a way, cornerstones of language 
teaching because each activity is framed as a technique and all 
the methods and approaches are implemented by way of particular 
techniques. Anthony (1963:63-67) asserts that "a technique is 
implementational--that which actually takes place in a classroom. 
It is a particular trick, stratagem, or contrivance used to 
accomplish an immediate objective. Techniques must be consistent 
with a method, and therefore in harmony with an approach as 
well."
[{ichards and Rogers (1986:15) interpret Anthony's
definitions maintaining that approach is the level at which 
assumptions and beliefs about language and language learning are 
specified; method is the level at which theory is put into 
practice and at which choices are made about the particular 
skills to be taught, the content to be taught, and the order in 
which the content will be presented; techniaue is the level at 
which classroom procedures are described.
Defining active and passive vocabulary is necessary as this 
study deals with them. The term active vocabulary means the set
of words which the students can understand, produce correctly and(
use in speech and writing appropriately. However, passive 
vocabii 1 arv is the set of words that students can recognize and 
understand when they encounter them in context, but they cannot 
produce them correctly and use them in an appropriate context.
Section 2. REVIEW OF PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE
A. Review of Theoretical Concerns with the Teaching of Vocabulary
(
Learning, Theory of Language Learning and Teaching
Since all disciplines are based on theory, language learning 
and teaching, of course, are based on theory, too. Language
teaching cannot take place without a theory of language learning. 
Having an explicit set of ideas about language learning is 
necessary in order to improve the profession of language 
teaching. Brown (1980:13) says "the language teacher cannot
teach effectively without understanding varied theoretical 
positions-alternative ways of looking at the phenomena of
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language, learning and teaching." Broughton, Brumfit, Flavell, 
Hill and Pinças (1988:38) also state the necessity of a theory in 
language teaching and learning as "the more knowledge the teacher 
can glean from the v-jealth of writing in the field, the better he 
will be able to combine this knowledge with practical experience 
to produce a suitable teaching methodology for his own purposes."
Learning and Learning Strategies
First of all, defining learning is essential because a 
concept of language learning is fundamental for language 
teaching. Littlewood (1984:1) defines learning from a language 
learning point of view: he says learning is "above all, to react 
to stimuli and instructions provided by the main actor in the 
classroom: the teacher." The teacher has an important role in 
students' learning a foreign/second language. The more the 
students receive stimuli the more chance they will have to learn. 
Brown (1980:7) divides learning into seven components:
1. Learn ing is acquisition or 'getting'
2. Learning is retention of information or s It i11
3. Learn ing involves active, conscious focus on
and acting upôn events outside or inside the
organism
4. Learning is relatively permanent, but subject to
forgetting
.5. Retention implies storage systems , memory,
cognitive , organization
6. Learn ing involves some form of practiciB, perhaps
reinforced practice
7. Learn ing is a change in behavior
On the other hand, Krashen (1982:10) separzites learning from
accjuisi t ion . He says "there is a distinction between learning
and acquisition" and defines language acquisition as "a 
subconscious process," because Krashen (1982:10) claims that 
language acquirers are not usually aware of the fact that they 
are acquiring the language for communication. He (p.lO) also 
defines 'learning' as "conscious knowledge of a second language, 
knowing the rules, being aware of them, and being able talk about 
them. "
Krashen (1982:10) asserts that "both 'acquisition' and 
'learning' promote each other." Littlewood (1984:90) states that 
“according to second language research progress does not only 
occur when people make conscious efforts to learn. Progress also 
occurs as a result of spontaneous, subconscious mechanisms, which 
are activated when learners are involved in communication with 
the second language."
Learning situations, affect learning very much. Motivation 
is of substantial importance in second/foreign language learning. 
Littlevjood (1984:57) states that "according to the research 
findings of Garner and Wallace (1972) both integrative and 
instrumental motivation affect learners in learning a 
second/foreign language." He also states:
1. A learner with integrative motivation has a 
genuine interest in the second language community. 
He wants to learn their language in order to 
communicate with them more satisfactorily and to 
gain closer contact with them and their culture.
2. A learner with instrumental motivation is more 
interested in how the second language can be a useful 
instrument towards furthering other goals, such as 
gaining a necessary qualification or improving 
employment prospects.
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Being able to use the second/foreign language for 
communication purposes, emotional climate of learning situations, 
linguistic input according to the learner's level, and formal 
instruction have great influence on the second/foreign language 
Jejarner. Learners develop their own strategies according to 
language learning situations. Wenden and Rubin (1987:23-27) 
suggest that there are three kinds of strategies which have been 
identified which contribute directly or indirectly to language 
learning: "learning strategies, communication strategies, and
social strategies." Wenden and Rubin (1987:23-27) explain these 
learning strategies dividing them into cognitive learning 
strategies and metacognitive learning strategies as follows:
a) Cognitive Learning Strategies:
1. Clarification/verification refers to those 
strategies which learners use to verify or clarify 
their understanding of the new language.
2. Guessing/inductive inferencing refers to
strategies which use previously obtained linguistic 
or conceptual knowledge to derive explicit hypotheses 
about the linguistic form, semantic meaning or 
speaker's intention.
3. Deductive reasoning is a problem-solving strategy 
in which the learner looks for and uses general rules 
in approaching the foreign or second language.
4. Practice refers to strategies which contribute to 
the storage and retrieval of language while focusing 
on accuracy of usage.
5. Memorization also refers to strategies which focus 
on the storage and retrieval of language; therefore 
some of the strategies, such as drill and 3>epetition, 
used for practice are the same as memorization 
strategies.
6. Monitoring refers to strategies in which the 
learner notices errors (both linguistic and 
communicative), observes how a message is received 
and interpreted by the addressee, and then decides 
what to do about it.
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b) Metaoognitive Learning Strategies
According to Wenden and Rubin (1987) metocognitive 
strategies are used to oversee, regulate or self-direct 
language learning. Students learn depending on their needs and 
preferences and they choose the way they should learn a 
language. Students also choose the way to use resources and 
may make some priorities in learning. To sum up, students, may 
plan their learning strategies, and change their strategies if 
they fail.
Wenden and Rubin (1987) discuss communication strategies 
by claiming that "in order to remain in the conversation,
learners must (1) find ways to continue producing the target
language despite limitations, (2) recognize when their production 
has not been properly interpreted, and (3) indicate their
reception of the speaker's intentions. "According to Wenden and 
Rubin (1987) learners may take part in the conversation by using 
a few well chosen conversational formulas. However, many learners 
may avoid producing words, phrases or topics when they feel 
uncomfortable and switch the topic in order to maintain
conversation. Wenden and Rubin (1987) state that "Such
strategies promote communication but are not directly related to 
learning since learners are using what they know and not directly 
addressing areas of confusion. "According to them, when learners 
realize that the addressees do not understand learners they 
clarify their intention. Learners also use another strategy; 
that is, they indicate to their interlocutor that they follow 
them while speaking.
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According to Wenden and Rubin (.1.987) social strategies are 
tiie activities in which learners are exposed to opportunities to 
communicate. Learners have two social strategies: (1) they join 
a group and (2) act as if they understand what is going on. If 
they do not understand they ask help from their friends. Wenden 
and Rubin (1987) found out this result by making use of the 
research findings by O'Malley, et al. (1983), and Brown, et al. 
(1983), Carton (1971), Cohen and Aphek (1981), Wenden (1982, 
1986), Politxer and McGroarty (1985).
After reviewing learning and learning strategies, teachers 
can be suggested to know learning strategies before teaching in 
order to make both teaching and learning more meaningful. Taking 
the importance of learning strategies into consideration, 
teachers may solve some of the · problems students have in 
learn ing.
Learning Theory
All approaches and methods related to language teaching are 
based on a theory of language learning. Hutchinson and Waters 
(1987:39) state that:. "developments in learning theory have 
followed a similar pattern to those in language descriptions and 
each has had some effect on the other." Therefore methods and 
approaches are closely related to learning theories.
Richards and Rogers (1986:18) consider the theory of 
language learning in two categories: "process-oriented theories 
and condition-oriented theories." They define these theories as: 
"Process-oriented theories build on learning processes, such as 
habit formation, induction, inferencing, hypothesis testing, and
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genex-alization . Condition-oriented theories emphasize the nature 
of the human and physical context in which language learning 
takes place."
The Grammar-Translation Method, The Direct Method, and The 
Audio-lingual Method are based on process-oriented theories and 
The Silent Way, Suggestopedia, Community Language Learning, Total 
Physical Response Method, The Communicative Approach and The 
Natural Approach are based on condition-oriented theories. In 
fact, all these recent methods and approaches have their own 
language learning philosophies.
Although learning theories have created diverse methods and 
approacihes, today there is no universally accepted method or 
approach among teachers. Richards and Rogers (1986:19) suggest 
that teachers may constantly revise, vary, and modify 
teachirig/learning procedures on the basis of the performance of 
the learners and their reactions to instructional practice. 
Yalden (1983:3) states;
The concept of a uriivei’sally applicable method 
has given way to a kind of eclecticism in the 
classroom. The teacher is expected to proceed in 
accordance with (cognitive code-learning theory 
(Carrol, 1965, 1966; Chastain, 1970, 1976; Diller 
1976), chioosing teaching techniques which will fit in 
with some broad principles of the psychology of 
language learning a generalized concern for the 
learner's state of mind, and appropriate language 
learning objectives.
Theory of Teaching
Teaching and learning are so closely related that defining 
one apart from the other is difficult. Teaching has been a point 
of departure for language learning and learning strategies.
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Learning, in a broad term, is based on what the learner receives 
from the input presented to him; however, teaching is systematic 
and planned beforehand. If we are to define teaching, we can 
refer to it as well-planned instruction implemented to facilitate 
learning. Brown (1980:7) defines language teaching as "showing 
or helping someone to learn how to do something, giving 
instructions, guiding in the study of something, providing with 
knowledge, causing to know or understand. "Stern (1983:21) also 
defines language teaching as "the activities which are intended 
to bring about language learning."
The Chinese proverb "Give a man a fish and you feed him for 
a day. Teach a man how to fish and you feed him for a life time," 
asserts that teaching has an important role in guiding and 
facilitating learning. Teaching enables the learner to learn, 
and Fjets the conditions for learning.
All language methods and approaches have been created in 
order to facilitate learning and help the learner learn the 
language in a systematic way. Hutchinson and Waters (1987:39) 
state that "the key to successful language learning and teaching 
lies not in the analysis of the nature of language but in 
understanding the structure and processes of the mind.
Stern (1983:473) states that "methods are considered as 
language teaching theories. They are derived partly from 
practical experience, intuition, and inventiveness, partly from 
social, political, and educational needs, and partly from 
theoretical considerations." As each method has its own teaching 
theory, the theory of teaching changes from one method to 
another. If we examine the methods from an historical point of
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view, we can see how the theory of teaching has changed through 
t ime .
Vocabulary Tcsaching in Different Approaches and Methods
There have been great alterations in methods and approaches 
in teaching a second/foreign language through this century. We 
can divide these methods and approaches as structuralist and 
huiUim.lal,.ia approaches because some of them such as The Grammar- 
Translation, The Audio-1ingual, and The Direct Method are based 
on the theory of language, and some of them such as The 
Communicative Approach, The Counseling Learning, and The Silent 
Way are based on theory of language learning. Sometimes 
these methods and approaches have attempted to replace one 
another, but sometimes they have had a tendency to deny the 
advantages of the previous ones. "The attitudes of foreign 
language teachers and learners toward vocabulary have undergone 
several changes depending on the way in which each approach 
emphasized different language skills and, above all, the role of 
vocabulary" (Palmberg, 1986:15).
In the fo].lowing section the role of vocabulary in ten major 
recent approaches and methods, used in second/foreign language 
teaching, is reviewed; The Grammar-Translation Method, The Direct 
Method, The Audio-1ingual Method, The Cognitive Code Approach, 
The Silent Way, Suggestopedia, Community Language Learning, The 
Total E^hysical Response Method, Communicative Approach and The 
Natural Approach.
In The Grammar-Translation Method, the essence of teaching
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is to havB the learners learn about the grammar rules and 
vocabulary of the target language in order to be able to read 
literature written in the target language. After learning a new 
grammatical rule, the learner is expected to practice through 
translation exerciseBs from the native language into the foreign 
language or reverse using word lists or dictionaries. 
“Vocabulary is presented in the form of a bilingual list" 
(Krashen 1982:127). Larsen-Freeman (1986:13-14) claims that 
“Students are given one set of words and are asked to find 
antonyms in the reading passage, students are also required to 
memorize grammatical rules and grammatical paradigms such as verb 
con jugations . " Larsen~'Freeman ( 1986 : 13 — 14 ) also maintains that 
“students use words in sentences in order to show that they 
understand the meaning and use of a new vocabulary item."
In The Direct Method, foreign/second language is learned by 
active and meaningful use of the target language. Students have 
full control of recent, learned structures in oral production 
from the very beginning. The native language of the learners is 
strictly inhibited. “The direct method presumes that students 
will acquire new vocabulary in context as an integral part of 
e£icti lessorV (Krashen, 1982). Vocabulary is taught before 
presenting ttie si_ibject matter, and vocabulary is presented in 
context by using relia, pictures, or pantomime.
The Audio-1ingua1 Method assumes that language learning will 
be accomplished by habit f orm^ J^  tion. “The goal of this method is 
to have the student over— learn a variety of patterns to be used 
directly * in performance“ (Krashen, 1982:132). “New vocabulary 
and structures are presented through dialogs and the dialogs are
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learned through imitation and repetition" (Larsen-Freeman, 
1786:43). "The teaching of vocabulary is de-emphasized in the 
initial stages, kee^ping it to a minimum until the basic 
structures and the sound system of the language have been 
mastered“ ( Ce? 1 ce-Murc i a and Rosensweig, 1979:241) -
The Cognitive-Code Approach assumes that learners can learn 
¿ill rules conscioLisly so all necessary knowledge related to 
language should be available at all times. "Cognitive-Code 
encourages over-use of the Monitor, unless all rules 'fade away' 
as soon as the structures become automatic" (Krashen, 1982:134).
the Cogni tive“Gode Approach vocabulary is emphasized; 
especially the expansion of vocabulary knowledge for reading 
p)urposes is concerned.
In The Silent Way, students begin to learn language through 
its basic building blocks, its sounds. "The teacher sets up 
sitLuations that focus student attention on the structures of 
language- The situations provide a vehicle for students to 
perceive mGaning, The students receive a great deal of practice 
with a given target language· structure without repetition for its 
own sake" (Larserv-Freeman, 1906:63). Larsen-Freeman (1986:64)
also claims that students "gain autonomy in the language by 
exploring it and making choices. Vocabulary is restricted at 
first. Meaning is made clear by focusing the students'
perceptions, not by translation. The students' native language 
can, however, be used to give instructions when necessary." 
Richards and Rogers (1986:104-105) state that "vocabulary is 
selected according to the degree to which it can be manipulated
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lAjithin a give structure and according to its productivity within 
the? classroom setting. In addition to prepositions and numbers, 
pronouns, quantifiers, words dealing with temporal relations, and 
words of comparison are introduced early in the course."
In Community Language Learning, in the early stages of 
learning the students design the syllabus, in that they decide 
what they want to be able to say in the target language. 
Larsen-Freeman claims that (1986:102) "particular grammar points, 
p)ronunciation patterns, and vocabulary are worked with, based on 
the language the students have generated. The most important 
skills are understanding and speaking the language- " Vocabulary 
is gained by way of translation from the native language.
In The Total Physical Response Method, basic speaking skills 
are the ultimate aim. Imperative drills are of substantial 
importance at the beginning level, later on conversational 
dialogs are emphasized- Vocabulary is taught by doing the action 
at the beginning as the teacher is a model; in addition, 
pictures, relia, slides and word charts are used. Larsen-Freeman 
(1986:117) states that "grammatical structures and vocabulary are 
emphasized over other language areas. These are embedded within 
imperatives; understanding the spoken word should precede its 
produc Lion.
In The Communicative Approach, language functions are 
emphasized over forms, generally functional syllabus is used, and 
a variety of forms are introduced for each function. All four 
skills are used from the beginning. "The student's native 
language has no particular role in the Communicative Approach. 
The target language should be used not only during communicative
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ac t i V i t: i but also in explaining v\jord meaning and in assigning
liomework. The students see the language as a vehicle for
cnmmunicatian, not just an object to be studied" (Larsen-Freeman,
1.986:134). Vocabulary is taught according to situations by using
relia, maps, pictures, symbols, graphs, and chart- Students are
expected to use appropriate vocabulary according to the
situational context. ,
In The Natural Approach, the goal is to enable stude:?nts to
talk about ideas, perform tasks, and solve problems. "Class time
is devoted primarily to providing input for acquisition- The
teacher speaks only the target language in the classroom, but
students may use? either the first or second language. If students
choose to respond in the second language, their errors are not
corrected unless communication is seriously impaired" (Krashen,
1902:138). Vocabulary is seen as a basic factor in communication
and for the acquisition process. Krashen and Terrel 1 (1983:155)
state that "acquisition will not take place without comprehension
of vocabulary." At the beginning stages vocabulary is taught by
presentation and explanation of certain key words before
presenting the subject matter, i.e. a discussion or acquisition
activity- Krashen and Terrell (1983:157) point out:
Such pre teaching may or may not lead to the 
acquisition of the specific words presented. It 
will, however, help to make the activity itself more 
compre?hensi b 1 e and thus help acquisition of other 
items and/or struc: tures. The goa.l of the natural
approach is to provide enough vocabulary to allow 
language use outside the classroom, and to place the 
student in a position to continue second language 
acquisi tion.
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Nature of Words
I n LQDJ]in^Q__Die i: ionary of Contemporary English a word i в
defined as "one or more soiinds which can be spoken (together) to
represent an idea, object, action." In Webster's ______ WorId
Pic tionary, word is defined as "1. a) a speech sound, or series 
of them, serving to communicate meaning and consisting of at 
least one base morpheme with or without prefixes or suffixes but 
with a superfix; unit of language between the morpheme and the 
complete utterance. b) a letter or group of letters representing 
such a unit of language, written or printed usually in solid or 
hyphena ted form."
When these definitions are looked at, the conclusion that 
words have certain qualitieas can be drawn. For examp 1e ,words are 
composed of one or more sounds; a letter or a group of letters 
which represent an ideaa, object, action, serve to communicate 
meaning. Twaddell (1973:65) points out a familiar slogan: "words 
don't have meanings; people have meanings for words." There 
is a direct relationship between words and actions. Wilkins 
(1974:119) clarifies the relationship by stating "this 
relationship is 'commonly' described as the 'denotative' or 
'referentia1' meaning." Especially technical words are good
example=?s as they have one very specific meaning. For example, 
the word сотри teer has a specific meaning and does not cause any 
problem for students- However, some words have a wide range of 
denotations according to the con text-
Some? words have many meanings. This quality is known as 
polysemy— many meanings. For example, the word 1 eg can be used
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ass “leg of a person" and “leg of a chair or a table." 
Zukowsk i/Fans t (August, 1989) states that “a i^ jord may create 
different concepts from person to person -“ For example, the 
word house may mean a tent for a nomad, a detached house for a 
person living in a town, or a flat for a person living in a city.
Sometimes a word may have the same form but quite different 
meanings; this quality is called homonymy. (Bairns and Redman 
(1906:14) define homonymy as “a single word form which has 
several different m£?anings which are not closely related." For 
exampjle, the word book as a noun means a collection of pages 
bound tocjether but as a verb book means to make a reservation.
Words which sound different but have the same meanings are 
called synonyms. Jackson (1988:64) defines synonymy as the 
quality for words which "can be useed in terc hangeab 1 y in all 
sentence contexts." All synonyms may be interchangeab1e
depending on the conceptual differences. For example, the
words to watch and to care for are synonymous in the following 
con tex t :
While I watch/care for the baby, you may go shopping.
However, the two words are not synonymous in the following 
con tex t :
I will watch TV. (not care for)
Another relationship of words is hy iJonymy. Carter (1907:20) 
defines hyponymy as "a relationship existing between specific and 
general lexical items in that the meaning of the specific item is 
included in and by the meaning of the more general item." For 
example, cac is tl'ie hyponymy of vehic 1 e because yehicj,_e includes
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cja.li, hjixs., İqj:l o:, ajQii_„^ ajı, among others.
Some words have opposites. Gairns and Redman (1986:24) 
state "there is a variety of different forms of 'oppositeness' 
which are relevant to learners and teachers; these include
complementarity, converseness, multiple taxonomy and grada.ble 
antonymy."
CiiiU&lSJn_çjQ.JiaJlİ^_İja^  ^ are opposite words in relation to each 
other, for example, male/female, single/married, alive/dead.
There is a clear-cut opposition between these words.
Converseness refers to two reciprocal words. For example, Ahmet 
is Ayşe's husband; then AyçJe is Ahmet's wife.
Multiple_taxonomy is defined by Gairns and Redman ( 1986:27)
as "sets of miniature semantic systems which are of interest to 
teachers and learners as they are easily memorable and many occur 
in other languages. Some of them are closed systems (i.e. having 
a strictly limited number); while others are open systems (i.e. 
covering a much wider field, often an undetermined number)." 
Here is an example for closed systems:
tLQi]i_d.a.y is one out of a series of Tu-e_s.d.ay_.i__.W_erJjie..sd.av,v.
When one of them is used the others are excluded in the same 
system.
G.r.9d,ab_Lc. an_tOltyjas. a e  words tlia.t a re no t n eoessa r i 1 y
opposites but are different, for example: big/srnal.l,
young/old , wide/narrow. Wilkins ( 1974:125 ) states tha t " t.o say 
not young is not necessarily to say old. There is a gradation
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from young to old.” Gairns and Redman (1986:27) grade smal1/big 
on a scale such as:
huge/very b Ig/BIG/qu i te big/ined ium-s iaed/qu ite/smal 1/SM ALL/1 iny
Words also have connotative meaning as well as, denotative 
or referential meanings. Words are also referred to as
connotations. Jackson (1988:58) defines connotation as “the 
associations that a word has over and above its denotation.” 
Gai.rns and Redman ( 1986:18) also define connotation as the term 
"used to cover the attitudinal and emotional factors which can be 
expressed in an item of vocabulary,” They also give an examples
J.Qan.aa._..„ls__differs from J.ûaaa.a.__________________Is_^_spinster
because has a series of evaluative and emotional
associations for an EngJ.ish native speaker which would not be 
true for sijQg.le„_H rm sui.
Gairns and Redman (1986:18) identify three main areas of 
connotation :
1. Certain items intrinsically have a positive and
negative connotation. For example, oomplaoeiLt,
invariably carries a neg;ative connotation, so the
statement I__find__Jiim__.ye_r_y.__c.a-m.PLLansn_t. can really
only be interpreted as a criticism.
2. Items which vary in affective meaning depend on 
the speaker's attitude or the situation. For example,
lib.e_r.aL iri tiie sentences 'LL·_JlS__probably the most
Li.de.ra I_..r.eg.ÍDie.,-in--.aD.-.ax.e.a-jd..f..e--HÍL.h_dinLa.t-Q.r.¿iliÍELa· has
a positive, but I__Íin.d.....titie.._lLhai.Q.he.r-__^xn.uieat_la
pQ.].in-y„iM...-..l.ro.Jiiigra.ti.i2ii-.-fa.i.:_Lûa_ii_ba.ra^  ^ has a negative
mean ing.
3. Socio-cultural associations of lexical items are a 
further area of difficulty for foreign language 
learners. Native speakers of a language have a whole 
series of associations with certain items and these 
associations are common to the society as a whole. 
For example, a British Native speaker associates 
,£j: .ijln.y-.-..-liliê_._.1.3 th. w i t h b ad luck.
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Another re J ationsfiip) of t^ jord meanings is collocation, which 
means items co-occur or are used together frequently. Jackson 
(J.9t3B:96) refers to c o l location as “tiie combination of words 
that f^ave a certain mutual expectancy." The combination is not a 
fixed €?x press ion. An example is the word f a 1 s e? in the following 
sentence (Jackson, 1988):
He had a f a l s e _________ .
The noun that would spring readily to mind to fill the slot 
in this structure might include: eye, nose, beard, expectation, 
tooth, or eyebrow. WIrile we talk of fa 1 se eyes, noses and teeth, 
we tend to use a r~ t i f i c i a 1 with arms and legs. What these 
examples illustrate is that words regularly keep company with 
certain other words, and such combinations are referred to as 
CO 11oc a t i o n .
Learniiig Vocalju 1 ary
Vocabulary is vital in learning a language. Students without 
sufficien vocabulary cannot communicate in the target language 
although they know the grammatical structure. Wilkins (1974:111) 
asserts the importance of vocabulary in a language as "provided 
one knows the appropriate vocabulary, then some form of
interchange of language is possible. Without vocabulary
commun ic a t ion i s i mposs i b 1e ."
Learning vocabulary in bilingual lists needs a greiiat deal of 
energy and has some dangers from the point of concept formation 
and usage. Twaddell (1973:66) states that "memorizing matched 
pairs of words in two languages is an educational atrocity.
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inhibiting the development of reading and speaking, and of use 
only as a preparation for tests designed to check on the 
preparation for such tests.'' In addition, when students learn 
vocabulary in bilingual lists they memorize the words in
isolation but they cannot use these vocabulary items in
appropriate contexts. Students also forget the words that they 
have recently met as they do not use them in language activities 
very often. Stevick (1982:30) states that "the factors which 
contribute toward retention were traditionally grouped under the 
three headings recency , frequency , and in tensity of exposure to 
what a learner wants to remember." He also adds that "a new 
item needs only one intense experience in order to attain status 
in permanent memory." We can infer from his statement that 
students need a great deal of exercises, "exposures" as Stevick 
states, so that they can learn how to use new vocabulary items.
reivers (1901:464) asserts seven strategies for learning 
vocabu1 ary :
1. E)tudents need to learn how to commit vocabulary to 
long-term memory. This does not mean memori z inq.
2- StLidents must learn to discriminate variations in 
distribution and new boundaries of meaning-
3. Students do not always realize that words are 
constructed of morphemes which share the burden of 
the meaning among them.
4. Students should learn to penetrate disguises.
5. Students must learn how to discover new words for 
themselves. Practice in the use of dictionaries
(mono 1ingua1 , bi1ingua1, thesaurus, and encyc1opedias) 
should be a regular part of the language course.
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6. If students are not to become discouraged, they
need to learn that vocabulary is elastic and that 
they can make much of the little they know by 
paraphrase, circum1ocution, and definition, as they
gradually build up a more precise and varied lexicon.
7. Btudentss must learn how to augment their own 
vocabulary steadily and systematically.
0. E)tudents should seek opportunities to hear and use 
the language outside of the class context.
Day by day vocabulary building is important. Learners 
encounter· new words as long as they are expjosed to target 
] ¿inguag€i? by means of reading and listening. They also need to
learn new vocabulary in order to produce something in the target 
language. While building new vocabulary, learners do not acquire 
tlie meaiiings of all the words they encounter at once. According 
to Deighton (1979:1FJ) lear'ners acquire meanings gradually. 
Learners try to figure out the meaning of a new wor"d when they 
first encounter it, get a bit more meaning the second encounter 
and contini-ie acquiring more know 1 edge/meaning with each encounter 
until learners are able to use the new word in appropriate 
contexts in confidence.
Learners should know the nature of words and be aware of the 
re 1 a t ionsh i ps of words and their ineanings. Otherwise, students 
will havFi difficulty using words in appropriate contexts. 
Learners have some strategies in learning and building up their 
vocabii 1 ¿iry. They cam write a new vocabulary item they encounter 
in a note-book and use each vocabulary item· in a model 
sentence. Later on they can also check if they learned or not. 
Celce-Murcia and Rosenweig (1979:255) suggest the following:
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Regardless of the method chosen, students should 
record the word, its derivatives, the pronunciation, 
the definition, and a model sentence. Stiidents 
should review their records periodically and place? 
check marks next to those words they forget. When 
they feel confident that they know the word, they 
remove the card or cross the word off the list.
T h i s s t r ¿i teg y i L-i an i. m po r tan t one for 1 earner*s to develop 
their own learning systems and self-control. Learners also, 
within these systems, will lec:irn the words they need to le?arn. 
The more the learners need, the more words they will learn. 
Scfileifer (1983:12) states that "necessity, among other factors, 
seems to motivate the learner to reach out to his limits 
and actively engage himself in the struggle for proficiency-"
Learning vocabulary should always be in context. Rivers 
(1983:713) points out this necessity as "new words and phrases 
must be learned in meaningful discourse and then used to convey 
meanings of the studer^ts' own creation."
Benda (1983:19) emphasizes that learners should develop 
the abi1i ty to:
1. discover words and structures are used in several
kinds of English: colloquial and standard speech,
written and spoken language, polite and familiar 
terms, etc.
2. discriminate between words of similar meanings, 
such as synonyms, cognate words, and faux ami (false 
cognates).
3. discover possible interference from cross-cu1tura 1 
connotations of words.
4. discover common c o 11ocations, stereotyped
expressions and formulaic phrases.
5. infer thi£? meanings of words by analyzing word 
s terns .
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Vofzahulary Teaching In General
Ri.veL*rs (1901:463) states tliat "vocabulary cannot be taught. 
It niust be presented, explained, included in all kinds of 
activities, but it must be learned by the individuals." Teachers
should attempt to present new vocabulary items by explanation,
using them in different activities, and using visual objects.
SShe also suggests that "as language teachers, we must arouse 
interest in words and a certain excitement in personal
development in this area. We can help our students by giving
i'yi'ea.s on how to learn vocabulary and some guidance on what 
to learn." Teachers have an important role in teaching
vDcabulary« Nasr (1972:59) explains concepts that teachers
should remember while teaching vocabulary:
1. Words are important not only in themselves but 
also in their distribution with other words.
2. In teaching a foreign language, one must remember 
that words have many meanings. Only one or a few 
of these meanings are the same in two languages.
3. We learn languages (including our native language) 
on two levels: the level of understanding and the 
level of pr’oduct ion. The level of unders tand ing is 
always higher than the level of production- So in 
teaching vocabulary, the teacher must always remember 
to make the difference between: a) words taught to be 
understood by the students, b) words taught to be 
used by them.
Celce-Nurcia and Rosenweig (1979:243) suggest that "initial 
teaching vocabulary sliould (whenever possible) avoid words that 
are difficult for the learner to pronounce since vocabulary that 
is hard to articulate will be avoided and/or will cause initial 
psychological problems that easy-to~*produce words will not
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Cc3U5e." Teachers sliould teach the words which are easy to 
pronounce first for psycho 1ogica1 reasons- In addition, teaching 
and also l^?arning concrete things are easy at first. When this 
process is fallowed, students will learn vocabulary easily and 
have. confidence in themse.‘lves towards producing words in the 
target language. White (.1900:10) also supports the idea that "at 
initial stages of language learning phonetic properties of words 
may be more salient than their semantic forms, but also that this 
cfianges wi th increasing prof iciency . "
According to Krakowian (1904:26) learning language is like 
gett.ing acquainted with somebody. Because learners go through 
stages in order to learn vocabulary, teachers should follow a 
three stage-strategy in p^resenting a new word: in the first
stage, teacht3rs should attempt to make the learner remember its 
phonic: form (scometimes also its grapliic form), and its meaning in 
context- In tfie second stage, learners should be provided with 
examples of different ccjntexts in which the newly learned word 
can be used, so that the learner can realize and learn the 
di f f erenciEiS in the ranges of meaning between the mother tongue 
and foreign language words- Teachers should use negative
examples in order to achieve this goal- Krakowian (1904:27) 
quotes from Tritch (1901) that "negative feedback is essential in 
forming and testing hypotheses about a foreign language. At this 
stage, the learners also have to be made aware of other meanings 
of the word they ¿ire tryincj to master." In the last stage, 
teachers siiould ccjncen tra te on the teaching of how to use the 
word productively. KrakcDwian (1904:27) sucjgests th¿it "this stage
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should consist of some imitation exercises, as well as exercises 
developing the ability to use the word correctly in sentences."
Richards (1976:B1) states that "words do not exist in 
isolation- Their meanings are defined through their
r 6? 1 a t ionshi ps with other words and it is through understanding 
tiiese relationships that we arrive at our understanding of 
words-" Learners guesis the^  meaning of a new word from context. 
According to Twaddell (1973:61) students must be told not to 
panic when they encounter a new word and must be encouraged and 
helped to develop) skill in guessing the meaning of new vocabulary 
from context. He also adds that "it is the teacher's task to 
organize the teaching so as to facilitate this development."
Aydelott (May, 1989) discusses vocabulary development from 
the reading skill point of view. She states that "an important 
and integral part of an instruetiona1 program is vocabulary 
development, which is a specialized form of building background." 
According to Aydelott (May, 1989) there is a definite link 
between сотргеэЬепэion and word recognition so students should be 
helped to see the link. She quotes a model from Cooper (1906) for 
vocabulary development- This model consists of the following 
three components:
1- Preteaching vocabulary in which students are 
helped to develop the new schema necessary for 
comprehension.
2. Teaching skills to determine word meaning in which 
various skills; context clues, structural analysis, 
and dictionary use are employed by the students in 
order to understand the meaning of the printed word.
3. iT^aching specific vocabulary lessons in which
students are he 1 pjed become aware of words and their 
re 1 at ionslii ps .  ^ Vocabulary lessons can be developed
around the following:
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Ayde?lott (May, 19B9) states that ’’lessons iMhich evolve 
around tlie following will help to expand the students' vocabulary 
¿iS well as develop a sense of word ownership."
synonyms / an tonyms / homoriyms / homog raphs
denote) t i o n B / c CD n n o tat i o n s
semantic maps
vcDcabu 1 ary webs
seman tic fea ture analysis
a n a i CD g i e? s
cji rec t-thinking - reading ac t ivi ties 
e tymo1og ies 
t liesau rus
multipi e-meaning words -
Celce-Murcia and Rosenweig (1979:240) also present a model 
which consists of six-steps for teaching vocabulary:
E)tep 1. ljL’ild.:-lin.- teacher est£iblishes a context in
whicl·) to teach a word.
Step 2. conv_ey__meaning . The teacher can convey the
meaning of a word through various devices such as 
definition, active demonstration, visual aids,
synonymy or antonyms, or translation.
StefD 3. re pet i t ion_of_the word. Tlie students slioulcJ repeat
the word in isolation until they have no difficulties 
pr onounc ing i t.
Step 4« ve? r i f i c a t i on . The teacher needs to verify that 
the students have understood the word by asking 
questions.
Step 5- use. The teacher asks the students some open- 
ended questions which will allow for varied students 
an swers-
StepD 6. QlQdeJ_sen tencfj . A model sentence using the word
shou1d either be put on the blackboard or dictated to 
students.
Practicing and reviewing are of crucial importance in 
teaching vocabulary. Tudd (1978:74) states that "In order to 
furtlier ensure success in vocabulary instruction, the lexical
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i. terns f)re?se?nted must be constantly reviewed.“ Edward (.1.972:71) 
suggests a method for practicing vocabulary and states that 
“There are several methods for practicing vocabulary items, some 
useful and practical- Perfiaps the most frequent method of 
practice is that of requiring a sentence from each student using 
the item in question-“ Of course, there are other ways of 
practicing vocabulary in meaningful activities such as speaking 
or writing on a topic, singing songs, telling an anecdote, 
discussing and playing games-
11« Heview of Practical Concerns with the Teaching of Vocabulary 
Teaching Vocabulary at the Beginner Level
As the beginner level is a base for the intermediate and 
advanced levels, teachers should bt? very careful not to
intimidate students in learning a foreign language. Teachers 
sliouid help learru^rs develop their vocabulary from the 
very beginning because words are the cornerstones of a language. 
Wilkins (1974) states “without words nothing can be conveyed.“ 
For this reason teachers should present new vocabulary
ssystematical ly through lessons,
I here are several suggested activities for teaching
vocabulary at the beginning level. Teachers may use the 
following techniques mentioned along with the explanations of
techniques in beginner classes taken from a variety of
prof ess.i ona 1 sources :
1. showing real objects
2. showing pictures/f1 ash cards
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3. using drawings
4. giving commands
5- giving simple definitions and descriptions by means of 
words taught before
6. by ¿acting, using ge?stures and mimes
7. using songs
B- playing games
9. contrast and opposites 
10- whole to the part, part to the whole 
11. person and associated stereotypic object 
12 - ob j ec t- f unc t ion or agen t- f line t ion
13. labeling
14. explaining in the native languacje
In all these techniques the meanings of words can be 
conveyed easily but practicing the new words is inore important 
tlian conveying meaning .
1. Bliawing Real GLijects is one of the most effective ways of 
teaching vocabulary because students cannot only see the object 
but can touch, feel, smell and even, taste. Teachers should also 
begin teaching vocabulary by showing real objects in the
classroom- Teachers can create contexts for each object easily. 
Depeending on the object students practice using the object. f-or
example, after presenting the word door the teacher can teach
ogeri and close as tl^ e verbs open and c 1 ose collocate with door.
Students will be able to go to the door, touch it, open or
close it by way of the? teacher's or their friends' commands.
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2 . [-.]l·]cjwi ruj I ’ic I:ui"*e?s /F J. aei11c:ardiri c: an I:)e rea 1 1 y us 0  f u 1 in
convoying meariing as teachers cannot bring every real object into 
Ihe classroom. By using pictures teachers can teach not only
n ames o f va r“ i ou‘b q b j ec t s , bu t s o 6-2 ver bs s ow i i ig ¿ic t i ons as well.
F o r e X a m {:j I e , a p i c t u r e ill u s t r a t i n g a in a n driving a c ¿ 1 r can be
u B e d i CD r b o t Id p u r p o s 0  s . In a d d i. t i o n , 11 d e p i c: t u r e s at t Id e end of
text bcDCDks L-· 1 ernentary 1 and 2 (1981) can be used in teaching
voc abu1ary.
3« Using Drawings especicilly prepared by students helps them 
build up tiDeir vocabulary. Hahn (1985:2b) states that "once a 
student has drawn a picture he or she potentially has something 
to say. When students, in particular beginners, realize that 
they do ncjt have to know hcDW to "say" everything they draw, the 
picture becomes a liberating element for them, a cue to learning 
aiDcJ eventually to speech."
While drawing students shcDuld be given very simple and clear 
instructions so tliat they can draw without in timida t ion. However, 
much time should not be spent for drawings. Perhaps five to tc-?n 
minutes would be sufficient. Students can present their 
drawings in front of their friends by the help of the teacher. 
For example, after drawing a picture a student may go to the 
blackboard and ask questions of the otlier students about the 
picture that ttie student has drawn. If necessary, new words can 
(:j e n Q t: e d on t h fi? b 1 a c k b o a r d a n d p r a c t iced la t b r .
While drawing pictures students will need some new words and 
thus will try to learn the words. Students will keep these new 
words in tfieir long term nuamory because they will illustrate them 
by t hemsiii? 1 ves .
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'I. Giving Commands can be useful both in conveying the 
meaning of new words and p)racticing new vocabulary. The word 
p 1 £:?ase should be? taught with commands as it collocates with 
coinmands. Both Lhe teacher and students can give commands to 
sLudents in the classroom. Thus they practice new vocabulary in 
context both making use of listening ¿ind speaking skills. Giving 
commands can be turned into a competition among· students. 
Students are divided into two groups and the teacher gives ^three 
commands and the representatives of groups, one by one, try to' 
act according to commands. If the representative fails, the 
teacher deduc: Ls one point; if the represen ta t i ve succeeds 
carrying out all commands, the teacher adds one point. Those who 
have inore paints are the winners.
b* Giving Simple Definitions or Descriptions by Means of 
Words Taught IJefore is a good technique because students will 
remember tlie words taught before. In this way students will 
learn new words and will confirm the words they learned earlier. 
This technique also builds up students' vocabulary as teachers go 
from known to uriknown.
Teacfiers can make? use of synonyms and simple descriptions 
known by students in order to teach the meaning of a new 
vocabulary itt?m. For example?, while teaching tiie me?aning of 
t2yiJ-9.y.i^ r_. -^he teacher can use the synonymy of pu 1 lover, that is 
sweater. If the students know the meaning of sweate r , they will
e a s i. 1 y u n d e r s t a i d w in a t a pu 1 lover i s .
6. t]y acting. Using Gestures and Mime is helpful to convey 
meaning. Especially lAjhen teaching verbs teachers can make? use of 
these techniques. In fact a language teacher is considered to be 
an actor/actress, as uell as a facilitator. Thus the teacher 
helps the students clarify the meaning of new words. For 
example, a teacher can act out the verbs to eat, to drink, and to 
s 1eep very easily. These techniques are very effective because 
they motivate ^students.
7- Using Songs can be very effective in teaching vocabulary 
because most people like music. Songs are also motivating and 
helps lower the affective filter.
Gasser and Ualdman (1979:49) state that "songs can provide 
an excellent means for introducing or reviewing vocabulary, 
including idiomatic expressions." Teachers should decide which 
song they are going to tieach according to subject matter that 
they have taught or they are going to teach.
□· Playing Games can be invaluable for language teaching at 
Secondary Schools. Students at the beginning level love playing 
games- Teachers can find games for each lesson and present the 
new vocabulary in game"like activities.
Gasser and Waldman (1979:54) state that "in games language 
use takes precedence over language practice and in this sense 
games help bring the classroom closer to the real world." Thus 
tteachers can use an appropriate game for the subject matter they 
teach.
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7. Contrast and Opposites provide teachers with items to 
convey meaning of new words. The question, "What is the opposite
......?," is very useful in order to practice this type of
technique. For e?xample, after teaching the word open , teachers 
can easily teach the antonym, c 1ose . Especially some verbs, 
adjectives and adverbs can be taught in this way: biq/smal1,
ioflQ./ shor t , go/ c^ g (n e , s i t / stand , a in o n g in a n y o t h e r s .
10. Whole to the Part, Part to the Whole, as suggested by 
Rivers (1901:4^59), "may require a rapid fire response to a cue," 
as in the example of the following words: house:window,
o ff ic e ;typewr i ter , watch :hand■ Words may be an alternating chain 
such as arm-hand~“C 1 oc k-c hi me-car i 1 1 on-be 1 1 s-sc hoo 1 , among others .
While imp 1 einen t ing this technique eeither the teacher
provides the cue word or a student may do it. The teacher
divides the students into two groups and the group members 
pr ovide tlie cue words in turn . Each time one represen tative of 
tiie group gives the cue word and the represen ta t i ve of the other 
group finds out tlie word which collocates with the cue word.
11. Person and Associated Stereotypic Object, as sugge^sted 
by Rivers (1981:^170), has the students find re 1 ationships between 
a pjerson and a related object: for examp)le, diver-car, teacher-
chaJk, doctor-hospita1, among others. The teacher provides a 
word related to a person and students find out the associated 
obj ec t 's name.
12. Objtic 1:-Function or Agent-Function , suggested by F^ivers 
(1981:470), is very usfc?ful and can be adapted for ¿all levels.
In this technique, as each object is proposed, a function is
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suggestEid, for example, ¿ipple: for eating, bed: for sleeping, 
car: for driving- The teacher divides the students into pairs,
and gives each pair a ci.ie word- The stud6?nts come up with 
associated words studying in p)airs.
l-abe^  I i.ng , suggested by Spratt (1.985:185), is
ci^allenging for students at the beginner level. Students are 
given a picture. Their job is to writer the names of objects 
indicated in tiie picture. A competitive element can be introduced 
by making the students study in groups. The first group to 
f in isfi is the winner.
14. Explaining in the native language is used when 
conveying the mear^ing of a new word is difficult and all the
tecliniques menlioned above do not work. Then teachers should use 
native langiiage E^quivalents of the new words according to their 
contextual meanings. This technique should be a last resort to 
a p p J. y .
Teaching Vocabulary at the Intermediate Level
When the students reach the intermediate level they have 
already learned some vocabulary and grammatical structures in 
order to coinmun ica te. However, when the text books: Intermediate 
JL In termediate 2 are examined, there can be seen that there
is a similarity between the words taught at the beginner level 
and tiiE^  intermediate level because the words in both levels 
include many words in the daily lives of the students. This 
shows that there is a recycling of words in intermediate level 
books. But this conclusion does not mean that intermediate level 
text books arei» the same as elementary level books. Of course.
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tfiere are ssome (different or similar features between them.
At fhe in termecdiate level, much of the vocabulary cannot be 
(demonstrated through visual aicds and actions. However, teachers 
can continue (jsing appropriate techniques depencding on the 
nature of words. In addition to those techniques, there are 
other techniques used in teaching vocabulary at the intermediate 
level. Here are some suggestecd techniques by experts:
1. presenting new words in context (guessing)
2- defining new words by means of simpler words 
3. using pjictures to demonstrate the meanings of words 
1^. presenting new w(^rds for pre-game?-1 ike activities 
b. teaching social meanings through stories
6. create a context
7. malapropism 
B. se?ries
9, word bingo
10. odd man out
11. role plays
12. process
13. using riddles
14. semantic feature? analysis
1. fVesentiruj New Words in Con text (Guessing) is one of the
most important techniques especially in the intermediate level. 
Presenting words in bilingual lists is considered as a waste of 
time by Twaddell (1973). Broughton, Brumfit, Flavell, Hill and 
Pinças (19BB:41) state that "words and phrases are easier^ to
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learn and remember if they are meaningful in context-" Rivers 
(1983:73) points out the importance of vocabulary teaching in 
context. She states tfiat "new words and phrases must be learned 
in meaningful discourse and then used to convey meanings of the 
student's own creation." brooks (1972:74) states that "what a 
word means depends upon how it is used- This is the basic reason 
why vocabulary should be studied in context." In this technique 
students should be exposFid to the subject matter directly 
and let students guess the meanings of unknown vocabulary by the 
students. Students should be helped to develop this skill. For 
example, the students can guess tiie meaning of rich in the 
following paragraph.
Ali's father is very rich. He is a businessman- 
He has two expeiisive cars, three flats and a yacht- 
He always travels by plane.
Teachers cannot expect their sstudc-?nts to guess everything 
at the beginning. So teachers should help them guess the 
meanings of unknown words. Gîradually students will develop
their skills in guessing from a context.
2. Defining New Words by Means of Simpler Words is useful 
ass students are exposed to previous vocabulary. As the
text books have been the same since 1981 in Secondary Schools, 
and in ¿addition, the vocabulary which each text book covers is 
given in index at the end of students' book, teachers can 
figure out how much vocabulary their students are exposed to 
according to their levels. As teachers will figure out students' 
vocabulary they can he? Ip students in conveying the meanings 
of new vocabulary by them defining through simpler words.
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F о г i:‘ X ¿i in p 1 0  3 И hi i i 0  t: e a r. h i rı g 111 e /n t? a n i n çj a t (п 0\Q İİ  :L
i - S  J-L j ‘  ^1  ^ ^^ i" j i П -^ s s r.)г 1 ;, te ¿\c he r s can e x p 1 a i n
tlıe Hord meııy as "Lhe list af dislıes in a res taiir ¿an t. “
3· tlsiıuj Pictures to DiMîinnstrtite the Meanings of Wortls can 
b(.? usi’d ¿i 1. tfui .1 n te? r ineci :i ¿i te leve] , iocj. But tliis level l.e^ iachers 
s^ıou]d use picturev:') for d iscuss ions ¡, afte?r m¿]ıkiπg up stories.
A I 1 e n (I ‘ / Ü i): ‘a ) s 1: ¿л 1: c? s 111 a t " ¿i p i c: 1: u r t? 111 a 1: s ii g g t:? s t s ¿i s t a r у a r a
s 1.1 u a t i. о n c a n 1. j e v (·? r у v a 1 u ¿ü I.) 1 c? i n 111 e I a n g u ¿i g e class." Г e n
p.i. c. I:u. re:^ s hcive? s 1: i mu 1 ¿i t i i ig qi.ialities for learnincj ¿i ]angu¿ıge. 
i n 11) 1 s t e c 11 г) i Cj \ .1 e t e a c: he r s c a n in a k. t? u s e of v ¿i r i a u s a c t i v i t i e s
sue; 11 as _______ c re¿rte a__ > arid spo t__ t_b.e
yj: LflrCtaOhti' j  ^1 sugges ted by Spra 11 ( 1985 : 185 ) .
‘-i ) У Ш itri.yiU'l i ^ -i У  ^ i ^ L u d e n t s are i n
p (.i 1. r s a n d a n r·:? s t u c J e t 11 a s a p i c t u re, t fi e other ¿\ Ы  a n к
[D I ec e c) f I·) a [.) e r an d ai pen c: i J . ]' he s t u d tari t w i t f i t l ie p i c t:u r e
I e I 1 s  h i s p a r t n e r vj I) a 1: i: a d r ¿a w s  о 1: ti a t t h e d r a и i. n g e ги1 s up
II i c‘ ‘b a in 6-:* a s 1: ti e о i" i g i n ¿a 1 о n e . T i i c? s t i.i d e n t. и i t h t: h e pic t u r 6? m ci s t
not sliow Iris partner tlie picture until tlie drawing is
c. a in p 1 c-:^ t. Ci'd , P i r i ¿i 1 1 у , t i i e у c: a 1 1 c о rn p ai r e t h e t w о p i c t Li r e? s .
) eremite a context is an activity in wlric.fi students get into 
groups erf fciur or five ¿uid the teacher gives scrc-imbled
pictures which, in fact, have a sequence. Students are required 
i;(J |:ju t t. lie p i (.: I.Li r s i n о r d e r’ an d w r* i t ia t he wfiо I еэ s tоr у .
c ) spg_t_t_!:ie,_djjjf^ eiiej 1 ce is an act .i. vi tу in wlii.c fi s tuc.1 en ts are put
.intcD pairs and each me.:?mher of the pair receives ¿i pictLire whicli 
is sligfitly different from Iris par'tner's. Students hide the 
pict;i.ires froin one ¿inotlier ¿uid tfien, by a proctess of describing, 
cj I i e s I 1. о i i 1.1 i Lj a i i d ¿a i i s w c r i n g , (J i s c: о v c r w (i a t: 11 i e d i f f e r e n c e s a r' e .
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4. i *i"G? Vi on t: .in g Now Wf.jrds for Pro- gaaie I i ko Ac 1: i. vi. 1: l o s is a
cl la I 1 ong ing lioc. linigiio in toacfiing vQcal:)u 1 ary - Wright, Bet. ter idgo 
and fJijL. kl.)y ( .1. : .1. ) sLcite (dial', “games lie Ip the ter3 c('ier to create
(.: a n (: >< t s i n i/j 11 i. c ti Ian g u a g e .i. s u s f u .1 a n d iiie a n i n g f u 1 . “ Idie n c.j a (:? s
are useful Lotj I s for tear, lie r"s to create contexts for" tear Icing and
for s t:i.i don ts tfj practice what tliey have i6i?arne'fd.
Gairns and F^edman (.1.986:163) suggest a game wliich is called 
LlYGilinAti for in termedi a te? level. First of all, the teacher
Vi lion I d c: 11 a (.:) s e a I) o r 1 1: 1. w e 1 v e lexica 1. i i:. e m s w Fi i. c l'i 11 a v e been taught
r* i?. c n 11 y , rM r"! cl w I" i t e 111 e m o ri a p i e c e a f p a p e r i n t w a col u m n s . 
■flien the teaclier makers as many copiers of the columns as needed
for the class and cuts them in half. Now it is ready to use. In
(he classroom, the teacher puts tlie students in pairs, facing
G.*acli oth6:S", and gives six of the items to one student in each
|:)a 1 1'·. To d o 1.: h i. s t he tea(.: 11er e x p 1 a i n s t lia t 111e s tucJ en ts liave to
define tlie words as qi.iickly ¿ind clearly as pcjssible.
r-i ci i. r' n s a 1 1 c.l F'i e.^ d rn an ( .1.986 : 6 ) s u g g e V5 t a n o t: h e r g a in e w Fi i c Fi i s
c a 1 1 Gd Q.FlJin.FU·.-Aiil· f~f i"^  f- f all, the teac Fier wr i tes a list of
pa r t i a I synonyms w11 .i.c: 11 111e teac: Fier w¿in ts to revise with tFie class 
(al:)out eiglit to l.welve p^xirs of words will be su f f i c ien t ) , for 
(.;? ;< iVi in |.) 1 e : ni a n / g 1 1 y , c Fi i. 1. d / k i d , a p o 1 1 n d / a q u i d , m a d / r cj u n d t li e t) e n d .
T lien File teac. Fuer writes each of tFiese items on small cards and 
d u p i .L c ¿:\ F. e s 111 e m a c c: o r d i. n g t o t Fi e n u in b r c:) f vs t u d e n t s . I i i 
1:1)0 t: I assraoii) tlui tei‘acl)er divides t.he stuidGnts into groups of 
four to five and gives tFiem a set of cards wFiicFi ttiey face down 
on a level surface in fronl. of them. FFie fir’st student turns up 
any i: w Q c a r' d s F o s e e? i. f 111 e y a r" e (:) r" t i a I s y n o i) y in s ; if t Fi e y are,
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itu? ‘jitudent I'^ eeps t;hein, aiid if noli, fiiti student turns them face 
d () n a g a i. n , an d (: I ^ e n c·? x |) 1 a y e r · t a k e s I: lie t Lir“ n . If 111 e p 1 a y e r
t'.'i' iis u|.) t wo ()ar tial Viiynonyins (c?. g . man/guy) ttie player has to
state LİKJ d i. f f er*enc:e l)0 twe?(:?n them to tfie satisfaction of his
group. ilua oinnt;?r is tfie student who accumulates most sets of
cards. Thi? game can be played several times in a row.
h. leaching Social Meanings Tlirnugh Stories encourages 
students to use? words approp)r i¿^i te? 1 y depending on contexts.
Ai len (.1.9133:37) stdites that "stories Cdin help us teach social
meanings bu.nrause a story provides a kind of indirect contact 
with native speakers of the language." Teachers can make use of 
s lories l:o teacli socidil meanings as the social meeanings of words 
provide a kiiKİ of indirect contact with native speakers of the 
1 ¿D)) g u ¿j g G?. f G? a c. h e i" s c ¿i n d r a w a 1: t e? n t i o i i t o the s o c i a 1 in e a n i. n g s o f 
ci w c:) r' d 111 r LJ i i g I \ c] u t? s t i o ns. For“ e x a in p 1 e , 111 e w o r d f ami 1 y in e a n s
diffG?rer)t tilings ¿uiccDrding to Native speakers of English
ancj Turk, is!) peo[.^  1 e . Ttie sen tence I__..am_g_girig_t.g_see__niy___f ami 1 y
i 11 e a ri Gi f c:) r a r i cu t i v g? s f j e ¿i ks e r" o f i?: 1 1 g 1 i s i i t: 11 a t 111 e? p e r' s o n i s g o i n g t. a 
s t? e his w i. f t? a n t:l c 11 i [ d r · 6:? n , but f o r' T u i" k i s ti people t l i i. s s t? n t e n c e 
m(:?ans tiie pr?rson is going to se?e iiis piirents, brothers and 
s i. s t e r* s .
A s s Q c: i. a J in g? a n i n g s C3 f w o r d s d i f f c? r f r o in d t? n o t a t i. v e in e a n i n g s , 
teachers sliould make students aware of ttie existe.?nce of social 
niG^anings and the? differencGiS betwe?en denotative and social 
meanings. Teacliers can also make use of d ic t ionar ies in order to 
t £? a c: 11 s cn ;i a 1 in e a ri i n g s .
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i ) . ("rea t;e a Context;, f-:mg;gested by Omaggio ( 198 1 : 51 "52 ) , 
i F; hie j.}:.< 111 1 t: o 1.’= tuci en t b s tudy i.ng wo vds 1 n con text  . F i i"s t of  
a ’J.l, the teacher g iv es  students a short  l i s t  of  idioms
iir vocabulary  arid students c reate  an o r i g i n a l  s to ry  or paragraph  
11 s i n g ri 1 1 t hi e w o r d s o r i t; l i e 1 i s t . S t i.i d e n t s m a y d o t h i s t a. s k a 1 one 
1 j 1.’ i n a g ]' u p . I n add i t i on t o en c ou r ag i. ng d i. ve r gen t t h i n k i.ng and 
c re a t i v e  use of  language,  th i s  task, prov ides  an act i ve  vocabulary  
V e V i e w a s w e .11 .
7 . Ha lapropxsin · suggested by Rivers ( 1981 :470 ) ,  can be 
a i.i a fj 1; e d t o v a J 1 I. e v e .1 s  . T I’ i e t e ache r g ive  s s t u d e n t s s e n t e n c e s 
V7 i 11 ) in a I a p i' o \:> i. s  in s . F o r e x a in p 1 e , fe.^ it i .v.e f o r iiXp.^ :rLSi-V..ui o r g r a t e 
for  gpeal;, and sti.idents f ind out the wrong words and use the
o r e c; t:. o n e .
8 . iUrries. feohnicjue suggested by Spratt  ( 1985 : 167 ) ,  is
a p u i: o i.‘ i a 1; e f r> r t hi i s 1 e v e 1 . T hi e tea. c h e r p u 1: s the s t u dent s
in p a i r s  or groups and g ives  them f i v e  words which have
s 11 b ·;:■ o m f j o ri e 111:. s . S t i.i d e n 1: s t v y I; o w r i. t e the h y p o n y m y o f these word s , 
f o r example,
f 1' u i. I; : a p p .1 e , o i;· a n g e , b an an a.
Students can a l so  f ind the hyponyms of the f o l l ow in g  words:  
c 1.11:1 e r y , v e hi i c 1 e , b u :i. 1 d ;i. n g s , a.n d t r an s p o r t .
9 . Word Bingo, suggested by Spratt  ( 1985 : 187 ) ,  i s  an
e n i o y a I. ;· 1 e t a s li t o rJ o w i t; 11 s t u d e n t s . T h e t e a (D h e r g iv e s  t u d e n t s 
speech s i t u a t i o n s  such as shopping,  buying a t i cke t  at the 
s t a t i on .  Students draw ten squares on the i r  page then put one
word connected with the top ic ,  fo r  example shopping, in each of  
the squares .  The teacher thien c a l l s  out, one at a time, words
c o n n 0 c t e d Vi i. t h shopping.  I f  t hi e students have the word on t h © i r
pa.ff>j l:hey uross it out. The first students to cross out all 
t h e w c* r d s о n t l‘i e i r pages are the w i n n e ]? .
10. Odd Man Out, suggested by Spratt (1985:187), can be
u s e? i.l a t a .1. .1. 1 e v e .1. s’ . '['h e t e a c her give s s i: u d e n t s g r о u p s of wo j: c:l s .
h'acti group of words may of consist five words and the teacher 
a s к ij t u i:.i e n t s t о i* i n d о u t t ti e о d d w о r d a m о n g t hem . F о i’ e x a in p ]. e ,
1.11 t ['1 e set о f vi о r d s b о о к , p e n c .i. 1 , class, cat, students, and here
in tliis group the odd man out is because it is not related to
the о ther words.
11. Role Plays can be used in teaching vocabulary, and 
|j V u V i. d 0 s i: 11 d e n t s w i t l i r e a J. 1 i f e - 1 i Ic e activities a n d li a v e t li e m 
communicate with each other. Role plays are also motivating for 
s t ud 0 n L :b' . Ga i. r n s and Redman ( 1988:149) suggest: an ac t i v i t у which
is called CQjntclm.i n.ing.f-La.:.гу_1.е-р.1а.у. First of all, the teacher
d ;i. V i · 10  s t h e c lass i n 11 a 1 f and sends one g r о u p out о f t h e 
classroom for two minutes. The teacher explains to the rest of 
tli0  class that they are guests in a hotel hut extremely unhappy 
with the room they have been given. The teacher also tells the 
stii<:lents to think about their complaint, and provides them with 
negative vocabulary. While the students in the class are 
preparing their complaint, the teacher can Join the other group 
wtio V7 ill play the part of the hotel receptionist. Their job is 
to please the guests and they should be encouraged to use 
positive vocabulary in order to reassure the unhappy guests.
И о V7 e V e r , I: h a о I:· i v i. t у l:j e c о rn e s m о i‘ e i n t e r e s i: л n g i. J:' the teacher 
Li. i V e s t l"i 0 m a f a ч s и g g в s t i о n s t о c о m p 1 л c a t e t hi e a i t u a t i. о n s u c h a s 
■' у r;i 1 1 h a V e a. r о о m a. v a i 1 a. b 1 e ч h i. c l i i s not dam p , d r zi u g h t у , g 1 о о rn у ,
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or cramped, but: it: is more expensive or rather noisy as it 
oveivluoks i.he main road." Later on, the teacher lets the other 
s t: u d 0 n t s i n t о 1110 c ]. a s s ]:* о о m , an d puts one r e c e p t i. о n i s i: s w i. t h о n e 
or· tv.7о guests and has them act out the situati.on.
12. Process, suggested by Gairns and Redman (1986:154), is 
realty interesting and challenging for intermediate level 
students. The teacher provides the students with seven or ten 
sentences a b o L it  an event or situation. Then the teacher puts the
s t'. u d e n t: s i n p a i. r s a n d a s к s t hi e m i: о ci i s c u s s the c о r r e c t order
for these activities. When a. pair has finished, the teacher asks 
t: I'l 0 m t n f  i. n d a n о the r pair a n d c: о in pare ans w e r s . F i n a .1.1 y , the
teacher asks one pair to tell the class the order they have
found .
\i X a in p i e :  L i  f  ê .. Ü У Q.1 ê.
You get inarried/you fall in love with soineone/you get to 
Icnow soineone/you have a baby/ you go out with someone/у-'П 
I'i i v о r c e d / у о u g e 1: e п g a g <5 d .
Teachers сап create sentences depending on the different 
s i I: u a t i о n s .
13. Using Riddles, suggested by Sen ( 1983: 12,)^  is a very
to teach vocabulary and create a warm 
n. pen (1983:12) states that "riddles 
jfiversat ional, involving a question and 
Э a very short but essential context, 
iviromnent in which a specific word is 
Riddles are iiiotivat ionai activities for both vocabulary 
:еас1п.п^ and coiriinun i ca t i on purposes. She also states that "the
u se fu 1 technique in ord
atm Û 3 p 1 i ere in the classr
cl. c e i. d 0 a .1 since Lhey are
a n s V'7 Ci r , ttiereby setting
R i d 11 1. e s 111 u s [n r o vide a n
used .
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or !.;i'ainpei;i , but: i i: is more expensive or rabher noisy as it
0 V e r 1 Ü o l·: s t l i e in a i n r o a d . ' I., a t. e i.‘ o n , I: l i e t: e ci o h e r 1 ei t s t l i e o t l i 0 1'
l: 1: 11 d on t s inf: ·:. 111 e c ]. a sj s i: o o m , an d j:.) u I: s cj n e i’ e c e p t i. o n i .s t s w i t h o n e
01 tr/o guests and has them act out the s i l;ii a t i.on .
I 2 . roo(Is , s 1.1 gges te.d 1 ^y Ga i. .1^ ns and \<edman ( 1986: 154 ) , is 
I · e a I I y i. 111. e r e s t i. n g a n d c l i a .1. .1 6j ri g i. n g 1* o r i n 163 r m ed i a i: e 1 e v e .1 
s t u d 0 n t s . T ti e t e a f; 1 j e r p r o v ;i. cJ 0 s the s 111 d e n t s w i 111 s e v e n o r t e n 
sent»0nc-es about an invent or situation. Then the teacher puts the 
: 1.11 d en I.i·: i.n pa i rs and asks t hein to discuss the c:orrec t o 1 *d 0 r
i: i.' r 1 i 6 j s e a c t: i v i t i 0 s . W ti e n a j  a i. r has i* i. n i s h e d , t h e t e a. c h e r a. s k. s
tdiem to tind another pair and compare answers. Finally, the
t. e 3 c. 1 i r* a s k s o n e p a. :i. r t o 1: e 1. .1. t. li e: c 1 a s s t: h e o r d er they have
ton nil .
Kxainp le ; Lite ...Cy.Q..l‘3.a
You get married/you fall in love with someone/you get to 
linow someone/you have a baby/ you go out with someone/you get 
• J i.Vo 1:'c0d/yoLi get. engaged .
Teachers can create sentences depending on the different 
s i. t u a t i o n s .
13. Using Riddles, suggested by Sen ( 1983:12), is a very 
u£:eful technique in order to teach vocabulary and create a warm 
atmosphere in the classroom. Şen (1983:12) states that "riddles 
ciL'e ideal since they are conversational, involving a question and 
answer. thereby setting up a very short but essential context.
Riddles thus provide an environment in which a specific word is 
used." Riddles are motivational activities for both vocabulary 
i-.eaching and coinmun i ca t ion purposes. She also stai:es that "the
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joy of learning riddles is in beiruj able to teach tl-iem to someoru-i* 
else, whicli results in commun ica t ion . " Students iriteract i/gith
e ¿i c h a 1: li e? r' t f i r a u g f i r i d d I e? s a n d t h e y 1 a i" n ¿i n d teach e words
w h .1. 11;} as k i n g cari d an st/je r i 1 1 g r i. dd 1 tf?s . As r i d d 1 es a i"e 11 uinorous t ey
m (H k (f? 1 e:» a r* n i n g v o c a Id u 1 ¿i r y ;j a y r' a t hi e r t h a n a chore.
E X a in p I e s :
Question: If an egg is in a silver e?gg cup in Istanbul,
w11 er0 d 1d i t come f rom?
Answer": A tien .
tlue-.'s t :i on : UJhat stiould you do if you find a tiger in your
bed?
A n s 0 1": Sleep) s o in t-j w h (5? r e else.
A second type of riddle Seii ( J.903) suggests is the
c onund r u m a  riddle in which a double meaning is involved.
E X a in p) 1 0  :
Üu e s t i on : 1 f a c: 11 i c k e n c ou 1 d t a 1 k , w Id a t k i n d o f 1 a n g u a g e
w o Li 1 d i. t s p e a k ?
A n s w e r : F o w 1 1 a n g u a g e .
1I I ar d63r* t:o use r i.dd 1 es i n 111e classr"oo, s tuden ts ar e g i vei i
)^ a n (j c!) u t s c t) I) I: a i n i n g i i. s t s o f r i. d d i e s and a n s w e i" s , with the
ambiguous item underlined. The?n tiu3 students are asked to d6?fine 
the multiple meanings of the wor'd in question by writing down the 
t w o i n t (3 r y.) r" e t a t i. o n s o 1' t h e i" i d d 163 , S t li d e? n t s s ti c:j u 1 d use a 
monolingual learner's dictionary. Soii (1903) also suggests not 
t(.■) do inore t iiari ten r i dd 1 es at a t iine .
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14. Semantio Feature Analysis helps students see the 
relationships of words with each other. Students can see the
differences and similarities of words. This technique also 
serves as a springboard for discussions. It can be used for 
t e a c h i n g s y n o i"i y m s , t o c j .
Aydelott (May, 1H89) quotes this technique from Alexander
( T e a Q h i. n.H..li e a d.in , 1988). F i. r s t o f a 11 , the t e a c h e r draws a
matrix, on the board, then lists the concepts to be dealt with in 
the left I land column. Later on the teacher gives each concept a 
o 3 i t. i. Ve* o r n ega t i vo cj i:i a. 1 i t: y , d ep end i.ng on 1: he c lia r ac 1:e r i. s 1: i. c 
under discussion. The symbol "t" is used for each positive 
quality and " -" i..s used for each negati.ve quality. After the 
matrix has Ijeen completed students can see and understand the 
re la t i onsliips between concepts being taught as well as 
similari ties and differences.
E X n III p 1 e : S e m a n t i. c F e a t li i’ e A n a 1 y s i. s
M e a n i -] o f 
T 1' a r i s p o r t a t i. o n
4 W h e e J s Engine/ 
M o t o r
2 Wheels C a r r i e s
C a r t H- -
l .-i i i.T; y c 1 e -/t -f- t/-
A e i" u [-J .1 a n e + i-
(Exce rp t from Aydelo 11's presentation)
If students are not sure about certain qualities or 
characteristics, a quesf, ion mark can be placed in the matrix. 
While filling in the matrix, students may discover that a certain
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c D 1 1 c e |i) t I ·) a b a 1.11 a p o s .i. I: î v e:? ¿i s h ell a a n e g ¿i t. i. v c? (.: ¿\ r a c. t e r .1 s t i c
a 1 1 d q u a i i 1: y . T11 i. 'a s i. i: 1 1 a 1;. i n n i. 11 h e 1 ( j t fi e ai li n d e r s t a n d
B i in i 1 a I'“ i 1: i ei' b a d d I f f e r' er 1 c e b be t we? e n wn r d b .
leaicliiiiy Vncahulcary at the Advanced Level
At: the advcanced level studentB arc? more i.ndeE?p(f?ndent tiian
BtudentB at the bc^ g inner and in termed ia te? levels because 
ci d V ¿31 31: i:! d s t u (I n t s 11 a v e a 1 r e a d y a c cj u i r e d s a in e skills and 
t e c t) 1 1 i cj u e s i n 1 e a r“ n i n g t In c? fare i.’ g n 1 a n y u a g e - F a r* 1.1) i s r e a s o n the
t i-j c: ('3 n i c ] u e s u hi e d at 111 i. s level are d i. f f e r b n t f r ·cd m t in e t ei? c h n i q u e s
u s e d a t: t: 11 e b e g i n i n e r a n d i n t e r m e d i. a t e 1 e? v e 1 s . Allen ( İ 9 B 3 : G 2^) 
states Uiat "Advaijced stud(f?nts are almost at the end of tiie 
language learnif^g pragr^im. If learning is to continue beyond the 
end of the ccjursif:-?, ttie students will tiave tcj clepiL^ nd on their own 
e f f CO r t s a n d I o a b i. t s co f s 1: u d y . D i c; t i o n a i" i e s , t In e r e f o r e , become 
especially impcjrt6int and advancf:?d students must be taught to use 
t heni we I 1 - "
In additiori to using d ic t ionariess stud cents should ¿ilscn bc-e 
exposeci t:o some other tec:hniques in acc“juiring vocabulcnry- İlere 
a r e s o in e t e c In n :i c| u e hi e x fo ee r 1: s ti a v e s u cj cj e s t e d w In i c In c: a in b c·? used a t 
11 n e a d v a n c: e d level :
1 . u s i n g (J i c 1: i o n a r i b s
2. using reaciiny passages
3 - bra i ns torming
4 , {.·) r i o r I ties
5 . a n a 1 y ?. i n g w cn r rJ s
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.1 . U»£iiiiy n ir:t.inriar 1 eB makes students become le^ s^s depe?nrient
on tlie teacher ar\d b(-:?(jin to find their own way in le¿irning
vGcatjLi 1. ary - Allen (1903) seees dictionaries as passports to 
Í n d 0? p e n d (■:· n c e . 1.) i (.: I. :i o n a i- i c-.‘ s a r (i? u s e f u 1 t o o 1 s i f 111 c? y a r e li s e d
c o r r" e c 11 y a n d e f f i c i. e n 11 y a n d i f t Í i e y are at t lie a p p r o p r i a t e
.1 £:? V t? 1 .
G t u cJ e ri t s in Li s t (;) e e n i: o u r ¿i g e d t o u s e a in o n o 1 i n goal 1 e ¿i r n e r ' s
d ic t i.onar ies . Baxter (19B0:32b) stresses the importance of using
a mf:)nn 1 ingLia 1 dictionary as "tl'irough use of a mono lingua]
=>tudents are led to the use of con versa t iona 1
1 s^ peec:ti and tiuis beriefit from the full range-? of
)oken English." However, Allen (1903:03)
' i t does n o ti a r m t o s t a r t w i t: h ¿i 1) i 1 i n g u a 1 
s tLiden ts ar'if? taug I i t to usif? i t prof.)er 1 y 
aught how to obtairi more? accurate meanings 
f r c) Í n a n all E r i g 1 i s l i d 1 c 1 1. o n a r y . " T li e usage o f a d i c t i o n a r y i s
more :im):>nrtant Ilian the die tioi'iary itsc?l f . Yet:, authorities
.^A.ig g e t  I. h¿n t inono I i.i'igua 1 I earner ' s d ic t i c:?n a r i es are useful and
11 c? 1 p f u [ .1 ri b u i 1 d i n g u |j v o c a b Li 1 a r y .
Yorkey (1902:7) identifies a good dictionary by stating, 
"the only auttiority an English dictionary lias is its 
comp 11:? teness, its acciiracy in reporting facts, and its recency
of pub 1ication." Yorkey (1902:0) gives a list of items which
s hou I d be i n a g ood d i c t i on a r y :
i;l i (.: t i  on a i " y  , s tuci n 
de f i n i t i on in s^ peec:
resources o f tier'e?d in
states that " (
li i  c t i.on a r*y , i. f tfie
and if th(:?y are soon
1. A good d i c t i o n a r y  s i u i w s  t t i e  a c c e p t e d  s p e l l i n g  o f  
e v e r y  w o r d  t t i a t  i s  l i s t e d ,  a s  w e l l  a s  t h e  s p e l l i n g  o f  
i  I" r  e g u 1 a r v e r  b f  o r ' m s  a i i d p I l i  r  a 1 i f i .
hi
. [lacli d i. c t: innary' has a special way of showing 
11G w w o r d s a r e f:j i' · a n a u n c: e? d , i n c ] u d i n g s t  r* e s s ,
3 . ijy 1 J a 1) 1 e d i vision I)g? J [ds in spell i.g and 
pronouncing words and indicates where the word should 
Ije d :i v i decJ a t (: fie en d o f a 1 i ne .
. A  f J i c 1. i (;) n a r y i. n c 1. li d e s t: h e 11 i s t. o i'·* y o f e a c f i word, 
i I I d i. c: a t i n y i t s o r i g i. 1 1 a n d d e v 6.^» 1 o p in e n t t li r o u g ii 
different languages before it became an English word.
b . A I mos t evC:ir y wor d has moi" i:? t h¿\n a s i ng ] e m¿in ing . 
D 1. f f e r e r) t m e a n i. n g s ¿i r e g i v e n , o f (: g? i \ w i. 111 i 1 1 u s t r* a i: i v e 
sent(;?nc:es. Special , te?chnical dc-E?f ini t ions are also 
I i's t: e (.1 ,
· A d i i\: t: i. on a r y i n d i c a t es , i ia we v(??r', w tie t f ie r t he? war d 
i So cGmmnn 1 y lised as a noi.in , pronaun , verb ( t rans i t i ve':? 
and intransi tive) , adjective, adverb, conjunction, or 
prefiGs i t inn .
7. Your dictionary will tell you whether a word iss 
r:hii?fly British or American, or wliether the word is 
f Gr ma 1 , CO 1 1 oqu i a 1 , d ia 1 ec ta 1 , arc [iaic , poe tic, oi"
S3 L any .
B . i ·' r e c] i i e n 11 y w o r'd s o f S3 i m i 1 ¿a r m e a n i n g s ( s y n a n y m s ) o r 
words of Qpposiite meanings (antonyms) are listed, 
w i ( h e XIJ1 a n a t i. o n o f t h e d i S31 i n c t i o n s .
Y. Information about persons^ and places is listed, 
e i 111 (:? r w i 111 i. i 1 111 e a I [j h a b e t i c a 1 a r r" a n g e m e n t o f 111 e? 
wGr*ds or' in Sipec: .i.¿i 1 sec tions at tfie back.
Using ¿31 dictionary does riot mean that students will always 
gcJ to i: 11 e d i. r: t i. (jn a r y w11enever‘ t: f iey enc oun ter an unknown word. 
B I i J. (j o n t s s 11 o u 1 d 1) e e n c o u rag r? d t o y u ess t fi e m e a ri i n g n s o f n c» w 
words from context and if they fail to guess they can use a 
d ic t ionary -
Students sfiould also be taught how to choose appropriate 
de f in 1 1 i Oils in a d ic: t ion¿Jiry as a word mG\y have more than one 
d e f i n i t .1 o ns. S o m e t i m e s i i a u 1 d b e s (o e n t for p i" a c t i c i n g d i c t i o ri a r y 
usage in tlie classroom. Teachers can make use of the dictionary
11F.; 3 g и; c l Г; I', i V i 1 1 0  s ri: 1.1 g g a 1:0 d h.« у G r a. i n s a n d R 0 d in a n ( .1986) sue h a s
d.et: ;i n i t ions... and _ ,[j io tures.; wQxds.. eas 1Ъо._..GQn.f.u..a.^d_.;..._.
Rr.i.wndsi ' wQ.]:d......bu..iId..i..o.g and y^rb___ . Here the
a о t  .1V i. t:у  d e 11 i S .....a n d ..R. i .e fc ll.r.eЙ. i s  p г e s e n  t e d  : T h e  t e a c h e r
s 0 1 0 1'.' 1 fj I w 0 J. V 0 10 X i e a. 1 i L 0 m s t r о in t hi e d i ci t.: i о na r у t h a L are a 11
a cc·оmpan i ec;i bу a p ;i.c tи i.’e . i‘he i t eш ез should all be new to the
students. I'he teacher divides the class into groups of six
but the groups should be paired as A and B. Next; the teacher
copies out tlie words with their dictionary definitions on a 
separate slieet of paper; giving six examples to each group. Each 
group discusses their words and definitions in an attempt to 
reach agreement on their understanding of the items.
Tlie teacher should monitor the groups without confirming or 
red cc ting ’•if their answers. When the students have finished,
eacii member of group Л tries to explain the meaning of the 
words to a iiieinber of group В and vice versa. After each 
explanation both students look up the word with accompanying
picture to see if they have arrived at the correct Einsvier.
2. (is:ing Reading Passages are invaluable both in learning 
and practicing vocabulary. They will also create .personal
need for vocabulary learnin.g. Allen ( 1983:94) states that 
"at the advanced level of instruction,, the sense of need for 
a word is oPten induced by reading. Vocabulary is learned 
through reading something that students really want to understand 
or something they linow I:.hey must understand for some reasons 
i in p cj г I-. a. n t t о t h 0111 . " A c о о г d i n g t о A 11 e n ( 19 8 3 ) s t u d e n t s g e n e r a ]. 1 у
.learn tl'io.se unfa mi liar woi'ds w Pi an most of the material is
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miderst-.ciod .
3, Brai nsUormin/í encourages students to use their schema in 
order to reveal the information they have already known and 
rJ e V e j. o p a n e w s c 11 e i i a o v e r t-11 e o 1 d ones. R a i. in e s ( 1983:10) 
exp 1 a i ns the word b fc Q rmillli as "producing words , phrases ,
ideas as rapidly as possible, dust as they occur to us, without 
concern for appropriateness^ o r d e r o r  accuracy." By means of 
bra instormñng students can come up with a good stock of 
vocabulary items for a writing assignment. Brainstorming helps 
them to list the vocabulary items according to the topic given by 
the teacher. Students also learn new words from each other as 
0 ach s tudeI'l t has a d i f f er en t schema of vocabu 1 ary .
4. Priorities in a way put student in real life situations 
a n d il a k e u s e o f w o r d s i. n a p p r o p r i. ate s i. t u a. t i. o n s . 1.) r ( 1981:67)
states that "a specific application of the concept of ordering is 
t lia (:. o f <d e 1'· i ri i.ng p r i.or i 1: i es : 1’ have f ound t h is one o f t lie most
fruitful bases Ihjr discussion, in terms both of the amount of 
communication that goes on, and students' involvement and 
en.i oyiiien t . " The teacher provides students with necessary words 
lie fu reliand and students can accomplish d iscu ss i.on s , arguments and 
p u f I:, l i e w o r d .s i n a f i. n a 1 o r d e i* o f p i* i, o r i. t y .
Kxamp1e s :
dairns and Redman (1986:158) suggest some activities for 
t- li i s 10 o h n i. cj u e s u h a s " 1: h e h a t: h i' o o m s li e 1 f , g i v i. n g u p s m o k i n g , 
a n d p u a 1 .i t, i 6;! s r e g l i i r e d f cj r a j o b . " H e r e 1: h e activity g u Las.
r.e.Q.u ii:3.d.f .i.Qb. is presented :
Qua 1i t ies : pat ien t/fr iendly hard-working/ded icated/stud ious/ 
r espon s i b 1 e/ i mag i n a t i ve/1 ac t f u 1 / f 1 ex ib 1 e/
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Jobs ; doc tor/ recap t ion is t/aci tor/d ip 1 oma t/
5, Analyzinji? Words vary helpful for advanced level 
fitudents. While reading, students attempt to understand the whole 
text in detail. Wlien there are a lot of unknown words, reading 
Ijocomes a tedious task. When teachers show students prefixes, 
and suffixes, students' tasks will be easier in reading. Allen 
( .1 2 b 0 : 5 ) 13 t a. 11:? s :
lindings, wliich are sometimes called derivational 
sw f f ixes , deserve a tten t ion , espc-jc i a 11 у in advanced 
i.:· 1. a s t i s , f о г t \я о г е а s о п s . (J п е i. s t h a t: s t u d e i i t s '
comprehension of English can be greatly strengthened 
by recognizing familiar elements within words they 
have not seen before. I'he other is that their 
p 1'о 1.1 u c i'. :i u11 n f Eng J, i s li sen t en cвs о f t en d epends on 
knowing CO r respond t'.nce between word forms and 
gr armria t ica 1 functions (or parts of speech)."
Students V n i L not go to a dictionary for every word .they do not
Icnovi. Teacliers should also teach students about compounding and ♦
about functions of words in sentences.
Summary
In this section, first of all, learning has been defined, 
and tlieories of learning and teachi.ng have been reviewed in terms 
r.i f i cl ea s o i* va r i. ou s expe i' t s’ i.ii t he f i e 1 d . The r e 1 a t i on s h ips o f 
leaiuiing and teaching have been disciissed, and how vocabulary 
t ea c h i I'lg/.1 ea rn ing is seen in ten recent approaches and methods 
has been reviewed. The nature of words and the relationships 
among words have been presented. Learning and teaching 
vocabulary have been stressed from different points of view 
h e f o V 0 pi’ 0 s e n i'. a t i o n o 1* tec h n i q u e s f o i.' teaching v o c ab u 1 a r y .
P InB 1 1 y ome techn i qi.i eb f or teach ing vocabu 1 ary to
[ ■» e. 9 i n !'i e t‘ , i. n t: e r m e d i. a h e a n d a d v a n c e d I e v e .1. s l‘i a v e b e ri p r e a e n t e d
VI i 111 sugge t. i o n S’ f o r i.inp 1 emen t ing t h em i.n t he c 1 ass i"oom ,
Sootion PRKSiiNTATlON AND ANALYSTS OF DATA
Fxp I an a I, i on o I* H t: hod
l.)uring the revievi of the professional literature in the 
field of vocabulary tear; I ring, 14 techniques which are commonly 
used in language classes V'70re discerned. Dependent on this study 
3 *:i u 0 s 1 1 ori n a i r e c ompos ed o f f i ve q u e s t. ions w i. t h 26 c ho i. ce s was
P 1' 0 p 3 r 0 d ( S 0 0 A p p 0 n d i. X 1 ) . T h b q u e s t. i. o n n a. i. r e was d i. s t r i. b u t e d t o 
!i? i:,0 achers working in 10 different State Secondary Schools in 
Ankara (See Appendix 2).
Til0 )jn r jjus0 o f t, he Cl nes t i onn a i. r e was to f ind ou I: how
teachers deal with vocabnlary teaching in their classes in the
{■. a 1.ii e? c; c.> n d a i' y S c.-i h o o 1. s . A f t »^3 r o o 1.1 e c t i. n g the q u e s t i o n n a i r e s
froni the teachers, the data were sorted and tabulated for
p r e 0 n t a iri 0 n .
Data Prc3son ta t ion and Tq terpre tat ion of the Results
According to the data 89.5x5% of teachers returned the 
■-] 1 1 0s t i onna i r 0 s . Among i: he t.eaclier s 28.33% oi“ tliem taught on 1 y at
the beginner level, 30 . b(-J% of them taught only at the 
i n |· 0 r m0d i a t (?■ 1 e: vr:i 1 , 1 . I:.% o f t liein t:.augh 1: only a t t he a(i vanced
level, 15% of ttiem taught at both beginner and intermediate 
1 0 V 0 1 uS , 11. 0 % o f t, 1 i 0 m I: a 11 g h t a t b o t hi i. n t. e r m e d date and advanced
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l 6 i>vc? l s ,  and 6 . 6 6  7. o f  U ie m  t a u g h t  a t  t l i e  b c ? g i n n e r ,  i n  t e r m e d  i a  t e  
and a d v a n c e d  l e v e l s  ( S e e  T a b l e  i ) .
l ed) ] e 1 : F r e q u e r i c: i e s  o f  t e a c  h er~s t e ac h i  nq a t  d i  f f e r en t  l e v e l s
N : 6 0
1 e I.. c? V Cr? ] s  M Li m I ) e r  o f T  e ¿a c h e r
17 
22 
1
Beg i  r in  ei "
I n  t e r m e d  i  a t e  
Advane ed
FJeeg i nnei"
Í  n t e r a i e d  i  ¿i t e
I  n te.?rmed i  a t e  
Ad vancGPd
Beg i n n e r  
Í n t e r i n e d  i . a t e  
A d v a n e e  d
P6.-?r cen tage
2 B - 3 3
36 · 66
1.66
15
11.66
6 . 6 6
A s  o b s e r v e d  i n  tliep t a b l e >  o n l y  .12 t e a c h e r s  t a u g h t  a t  t h e  
a d v a n f: e d 1 e v e 1 . T I  i e ( ) r ‘ o 1 j a l.j 1 e i" e a s  a n i  s  t  Fi a t  m o s  t  o f  t  h e s  t  u d e n t  s  
f a i l e d  i n  l :he |) lcu: :ement t e - s t  s o  t l i e  m a j o r i t y  o f  t h e  s t u d e n t s  w e r e  
p i.i t i  n t  a 11 i e 1.) e g i  r ) n i  n g a 11 l I i  ri t  e r  m e d i  a t  e c l a s s e s  a ri d t h e r e  a r e  n o t  
many s t u d e n t s  a t  t h e  a d v a n c e d  l e v e l  d u e  t o  the? new d e c i s i o n  o f  
I. h c-3 t I'i e N i. n i  s  t r- y o f  E  d u c a t  i  n n .
A in D i ) g t;. 111 ? t  e a c F  e r s  6 f l . 3 3 7. f  a 1 1 o w e d t  h e i n s  i: r  u c t: i  o n s  i. n 1 11 e
l . e a c h e r ' s  bufdLS  and 3 1 . 6 6 %  o f  the m  d i d  n o t  f o l l o w  t h e
i n s t r u c t i o n s  i n  t h e  t e a c l i e r ' s  b o o k s  p r e p a r e d  by a c o m m i s s i o n  o f  
11 i. I ) i  s  I: r “y o f F.d u c a t  i. on .
T I kp p e r c e n t a g e  o f  t l i e  t e a c h e r s  wl' io t a u g l i t  v o c a b u l a r y  b e f o r e  
p r' e s  e n t  i  n g t  h e s  u b . j o c 1: rt) a 1; t: cp r  w a s  6 . 6  6  . H a w e v e r  , 5 57. o f  t h e  m
t a u g l i t  VQC ¿:ibu J a r y  w i r i l e  p r e s e n t i i i g  t h e  s u b j e c t  m a t t e r *  and I B .  337.
o f  tluE?fM taug l 'd :  v o c a b u  1 a r y  a f teer p r e s e n t i n g  t h e  s i i b j e c t  m a t t e r .
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all 1 e Z : [· r(=?qu.0ncy af Fe?ac: h0 rs v;-^ho u.^ .^rj suqr.|0 *-) t:ecl Lee: hn i.q
W G c a li u J a r y t e a c: l i i g 
l.ec I in .i ques
N:
3n
H e g i n n e r 
1 t·:? V e 1 
teac hers 
(percen- 
t a g e )
N:
4 2
I n t - 
1 eve 1 
teac hers 
( pe=*rcc-?n'- 
tage )
N:
12
Advanced 
1 eve 1 
teac hers 
(percen * 
tage )
(J s i r 1 g p i c t Li r* e s / 
f 1 ¿Ashe ar ds 29 96.66 37 88.09 11 91.66
E X fj 1 a J. ii .1 n g i. n 
Tur k i. sh 20 66 *. 66 24 57.14 3 25
13 i V i n g d e f i 1 a i t i 0  n s 
in s 1  in[D1 e Encj 1 ish 25 83,33 38 90.47 11 91.66
G L V j.ng CDmmands 10 33.33 12 28.57 3 25
3 h G u\i .1 ii g 1" e a 1 0  b. j e:? c: 1: 30 100 38 90 - 4 7 11 91.66
U s i n g d r a w i r'l g s 29 96.66 39 92.85 11 91.66
Writing in lists 10 33.33 12 28.57 6 50
r e s e n t i n g i n a 
con tex t (guessing) 12 40 20 47.61 3 25
P r e B e n ( . ;i n g n e w 
woriiB far pre-game 
l ike ac t:iVJ. t ies
1 3.33 4 9 ,52 1 8.35
Teacliing meaning 
t: 11 r 0  Li g |-1 s t o r i e s - 4 9.52 -
U s L n g d i c t i 0  n a r i e s 2 6.66 12 28.57 2 J. 6 · 6 6
An a 1 y 7. i n g uo r d s n 13.33 11 26.19 1 8.33
E3rains tormi ng 2 6.66 .1. 2.38 - -
Using role plays - - 1 2.38 - “
0 1 l i e r ( j 0  k e s a ri d 
r idd les) - 1 2 - 38 - -
(Note: i“or tlua prepara L ion of the table tlie teachers who taught
inQr te t han cjne l e v 1 wer e inc J lided i n eac li level as teac hers who 
taugl-it at that level-)
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AmorK-j tluf? L e a c h e r s  .1. , 66X d i d  nn<: t e a c h  any  v o c a b u l a r y  b u t  
aliAjciys ¿ i s s ig n e d  s t u d e n t s  t o  l e a r n  new v o c a b u l a r y  a b o u t  th e  new 
s u b j e c t  inatteer o u t  o f  c l a s s .  The p e r c e n t a g e  o f  t e a c h e r s  who 
a l w a y s  s p e n t  some t im e  f o r  v o c a b u l a r y  t e a c h i n g  a c t i v i t i e s  i s  
9 ¿} . 6 , ¿i n c i 0 7. I ] a cj 111 cf i. r" s t  u d e n t. s g u e s s t  h e m e ci ri i n g o f n e w
v o c a b u l a r y  f rom  c o n t e x t .
U i e n  U'ie 1 oo k a t: Ta b 1 e 2 , we can  seef t  h¿\ t t  tie ma j' o r  i  t y (more  
than  bG7. o f  t e a c h e r s  made u s e  o f  ttie f o l l o w i n g  t e c h n i q u e s :  u s i n g
[<ic. t i i r e s / f  .1 a s l u a r  ds  , (i? x. p 1 a i n i n g  i n  T u r k i s l i ,  s h o w in g  r e a l  o b j e c t s ,
us  i r 1 y d r  aw i.ngs , and g i  v i.rig d e f  i n  i  t i o n s  i n  s i m p l e  £ ijg 1 i s h  .
I i Q w B V e r  , in D s t  Q f t h c? t: e a c I j e r  s d i d not: rrua l·; e u s e  o f  t h e  f o 1 1 o w i  rj g
tec  tin i q u e s  i n  t e a c h i n g  v o c a b u  1 a r y  : g i v i n g  commands , p r e s e n t i n g
in a c o n t e x t  ( g u e s s i n g ) ,  p r e s e n t i n g  new w o rd s  f o r  p re - -g a m e -1i k e  
a c t i v i t i e s ,  t e a c t i i n g  m e an in g  t h r o i i g h  s t o r i e s ,  u s i n g  d i c  t i o n a r  i e s  , 
a n a l y z i n g  w o r d s ,  b r a i i i s t o r m i n g , u s i n g  r o l e  p l a y s ,  and u s i n g  j o k e s  
and r i d d l e s  (se?e T a b l e  2 ) .
As a r c i s u l t  o f  d a t a  a n a l y s i s ,  m a j o r i t y  o f  t e a c h e r s  made u se  
o f  f i v e  Qi.it o f  14 s u g g e s t e d  t e c h n i q u e s .  T h i s  shows t h a t
tear:he?i"s i n  tt ie 10 E-,ctu:)ols s u r v e y e d  need  t o  e x p a n d  t h e i r
t e c h n i q u e s  i n  t t j a c h in g  v o c £ ib u l a r y  i n  o r d e r  t o  be s u c c e s s f u l  i n  
t e a c h i n g  v a c a b u 1a r y .
S u g g e s t i o n s
As v o c a b u l a r y  t e a c t i i n g  i s  one? o f  t h e  c r u c i a l  c o m p o i ie n ts  o f  
l a n g u a g e  t e a c h i n g ,  s p e n d i n g  some t im e  f o r  t e a c h i n g  v o c a b u l a r y  i s  
n e c e s s a r y .  T e a c l i e r s  have  v e r y  i m p o r t a n t  r o l e s  i n  t e a c h i n g
v o c a b u l a r y .  Tti rougti  t h e  Icjnguagej c l a s s e s ,  t e a c h e r s  m u s t ,  f i r s t
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o f  a l l ,  c rea te?  a need f o r  v o c a b u l a r y  l e a r n i n g .  In a d d i t i o n  to  
c r e a t i n g  a need  for* v o c a b u l a r y  t e a c h i n g ,  t e a c h e r s  must  make u s e  
o f  v i i r i o u s  t e c  hn i  quc-PB and a c t i v i t i e s  f o r  t e a c h i n g  v o c a b u l a r y .  
T e a c h e r s  must  be p a t i e n t  w i t h  t h e i r  s t u d e n t s '  p r o g r e s s  i n  
l e a r n i n g  v o c a b u l a r y .  T e a c h e r s  mcakc? u s e  o f  s e m i ~ a u t h e n t i c  r e a d i n g  
p a s s a g e s  as  w e l l  as  a u t h e n t i c  o n e s  i n  d e v e l o p i n g  t h e  p a s s i v e  
voc: a bii 1 ¿iry of' t h e i r  s t u d e n t s .  They  s h o u l d  a l w a y s  e n c o u r a g e  
t h e i r  s t u d e n t s  to  g u e s s  t h e  m e an ing  o f  a new word f rom  th e  
c о n t e X t  .
T e a c h e r s  s h o u l d  mduke usee o f  o t h e r  m a t e r i a l s  a p a r t  f rom  
s t u d e n t s '  t e x t  b o o k s  and make u s e  o f  some o t h e r  t e c h n i q u e s  as  
w e l l  ¿ns t h e  t e c h n i q u e ' s  s u g g e s t e d  i n  t h i s  s t u d y .  Th ey  s h o u l d  he 
a b l e  t o  make? u s e  o f  o t h e r  m e th o d s ,  a p p r o a c h e s  and t e c h n i q u e s  in  
ad i:l i  t i  a n L*.о 1: i*io se  su g g es  t  ed i  n t  e¿nc tie r  ' s b o o k s .
F i n a l l y  t e a c h e r s  must  be s e l e c t i v e  i n  c h o o s i n g  th e  most  
a p p r  opnr i ¿i t e  t e c l m i q u e s  for* t e ja c h in g  v o c a b u l  a r y  d6?pe?nding on t i i e i r  
s t u d e n t s ' nee  d s a n cl t h e ni a t e r  i  a 1 s a v a i  1 ¿n Ы  e .
b'ec t i o n  - r:tJN(::uJB i o n
V o c a b u l a r y  t e a c l i i n g  hens been n e g l e c t e d  f o r  ye^irs b e c a u s e  
L e a c h e r · s t  h a u g I i t 111 a I: g r  a пип a t i  c a I s 11" u c t  u r' e was rn о i" e i  in p о r  t a n t  
t l ian  v o c a b u l a r y .  M ore o v e r · ,  s t u d e n t s  can  l e a r n  v o c a b u l a r y  a f t e r  
iii a s 10  r i  I I g t h e g r  a ii\ in a t i  c сП 1 s t r · u c t i.i r ‘ e о f t f ш t  a r  g e t  l a n g u a g e .  T h i  s 
s t u d y  a im s  a t  s t iowing  t l ie  i m p o r t a i i c e  o f  v o c a b u l a r y  i n  l a n g u a g e  
t e a c h i n g ,  and im pr-ov ing  v o c a b u l a r y  i n s t r u c t i o n  i n  f o r e i g n  
1 a П g u ci g e t.‘. I a s s  e s ·
In t h i s  s t u d y  i n  o r d e r  to  c l a r i f y  t e a c h e r ' s  t a s k s ,  l e a r n i n g  
l ias been d e f i n e d  and l e a r n i n g  s t r a t e g i e s  l iave  been r e v i e w e d .
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Wendeíi and Hubin (.1987) ideiíiií fy learning strategies as 
“cogniLive leariíing sLrategies and me tacagn i. t i ve learning 
s Ira l:eg í es . " According Lo l:íiem eacli learner may go tlirougLi these? 
t r“ a t: e y i. e s i, n 1 e a r n i n g a f u r e i g n / s e c o n d 1 a n g ı.i a g e -
Lanyuayt? 1 ear rrıng theory has been ca l:e?gar i zed by Ric:h¿ir ds 
and Rogers (l‘?86) as " process-or ien te?d theories and conditian-
o r i e n t: e d t. e o r i e s . " A s a r s  u It o f t Iri s cat g o r* i z i n g , t h e
a o a c I l e s  and iiietlujds in foreign/seecond language teaching have 
Ijeen put into tiñese categories- TLie Gr ammar--T rans 1 a t i on Metliod, 
111e D Í. r et: t Me 111od , an d T11e Aud i q - 1 i n gua 1 tle t hod are based on 
pr ui:.ess or rented tlieories and The Silent Way, Bugges toped i a , 
Commun L ty Language Learning, Tlie Communicative Approach and The 
Na tur a 1 A(.)pr oac li are Liased on tlie cond i t ion-or ien ted tlieor ies ·
All language me?tLiods and approaches have been created in 
order to lacilitate learning. Teac:lic?rs must be aware of various 
approaches and metliods and make use o 1 tliein depending on tiieir 
students' needs and tlie conditions of ins t  rue t ion . As tliere is 
no best rnetliod or apfiroacli, tear:tiers must be able to clioose the 
best method or approach wtiicli suits ttieir specific: conditions.
Vocabu I ar y teactiing has been handled differently in varicjus 
a |.iroac: tic?s ¿-i1 1 d iiie (: 11od‘s - Te¿ic: tier s may no t_ de?pend on on 1 y ane 
mettiod but may make use of different techniques which have been 
suggested by various metliods and approaches. As vocabulary has 
crucial iiiiportance for a language, teachers must spend some time 
for vocabulary teaching and fcjr helping students develop the?ir 
V o c: c3 b i. .1 1 ¿X r y , T ti e y m u ^5 t u 1: i. I. i z e a v a r i e t y o f t c' c h n i. c] u e suggested 
b / c? f j e r t s d f;? p e ri d i. n g c.3 ii (: I 'i 6-:· i r’ s t u cl e n t. s' 1 e v (? 1 s . li 6;·' c: a i.i s e w h (? n
I
e; i: LI den t L-i learıı nei\· voc: ¿iIdu .1 ar'y i fi cnntexl ttu:?y will l;)e ¿ible tu 
ıX u 111e ( 1 i:? Li Voc a bul a r y i. n a p p r o p r i a l: e s i i:n a I: i. on s d u pun d i n g on t: l'ie 
can ie X t .
I il t: e ¿\ c. il i. fi cı v o c a i:) n 1 a i" y L o a c iı e r tf. m u i:, t t e cü c l'i i :  11 e n a t. u r e o f 
woralvj hec. amae wards lıave di. f f  eren t. meanings such ¿i s dt?na l:.a i :  i ve , 
c'i r \ d (1 o n f 1 o l: a t i v e , a nı o r ı g o l: 11 €? r‘ s - T e? a c 11 e? r' s îti u s  t t e a c ( ı d e n cj t a t i v e? 
e l 1 1 d c n i'i i 1 c.) l: a l: i v e in e a n i. n g s a f w o ı · cJ s a L i: İ ı e b e g i n i'i i n g level and 
c o n  t  i  rıiif:? l ı u i  1 (I i  H cj up canfiot.a t: i  VE? meı?anings o f  words as students 
i m i  İd L ip  t i ı e i r  vocabulary at intermediate and advanced levels, 
i ^  ¿:ı r  a d :i. g nı a t  i r  u  I a t i. o r ı s  b e t  w e? e v ı w a  r  d s  s  u c i ı  a ss s y  n u  n y  m y  , a n t o n y  m y  , 
fıypany/ny, among others, should be? e?xpl ained clearly so as not to 
make stLide?n is confuse t l i e  re:?lations among them.
in beginning classes, teacliers can use techniques such as 
siiDW ing rea I obj ec: t; s , pic tui" (-:?s/ f 1 asiicards , using d rawi ngs , g i ving 
simple definitions, lis i.ng gestures and minies, using sofigs, using 
commands, p 1 ay ing games afid expl aining in Turkish. Uliii 1 e
t e a i; ii e r s i (n p 1 e m e n t t h e s e t e? c 11 n i q u e s , t i i e y c a n p u t t ii e i. r
stud(;?nt‘s i f 1 p¿ıirs oi" gr otijiis in order to increase m(.i t i vat ion ,
In i n Le? r mecJ i a te clcisses, students are less dependent on the 
leaclier compared to bE?ginnE3 r level s tiideiin ts. For this reason, 
teachers can iiave tiuLci. r students study in pairs and groups more 
e i f ;i c ieiM'i 11 y than be_^ ginna?r le?vel students. Teachers can use 
iechniqLies such as presenting words in contE?xt (guessing), 
d e r i n i n g r i e? w  w o  r d s L) y ni e a n es o  f s i îîi p I u r w a r d s t I'l a I: s t u d e n t s ii a v e
. 3 I r e a d y k n o w n , [) i' · ti? s e 1 1 1 i. 1 1 g f i e w w o i" d s i n p r e - g a m e -1 ,i k e a c t i v i t i e s ,
i e a c i 1 i f 1 g s o c i a 1 ni e? a n .i n g s t hi r o u g ii s t n r i e? s , i.i s i n g r i d d ] e s and
s e ÎÎ1 a n I: i c f e? a t u r e a n a 1 y  s i. s .
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In a(Jv¿inc:ed c: 1 , students are? considered to have? their
indeepeniience from teachers as they have already acquired the four 
] fi ri Q i i a g e k i 1 1 s  : .1 i s t r'l i n g > s p c? a k i. n g , r e? ¿a d i n g , w i" i t i. ii g , and have
a 1 r e a d y a (" t;i 1.1 i. r e d a g e? a t d c? a 1 o f vocabulary. fH o e v e t"·, advanced
E) I: i i d L> 1 1 1: ‘-i es t i 1 J n l-j e d ,i r i Ei <: r i.i t:; t i o f i . In o r t:l e i" t: o have 111 e? advance cl
s tuden t:s 1;)u i I. cj u p t h)e i r own voc: abl.i 1. ary depe^nd i.ng on t he i r needs,
and L a  11¿iv e i: ( ic?in a c (]u 1 re se 1 f - iin prov e inen t skills in learn ing
vocabulary, teachers should equip their stucients with some
t ec tin i c]ues and methods^. Teachers ce\n use such tecrhnic^ues as 
usMuj dir: tinnaries, using reading passages, analysing words,
r o r" in i ng f.ir .i c)r i L i e?s , and b r a i r'l s tornii ng .
the results of the survey of Secondary School English
tern:; tiers show that the majority of te?achers do not use many
different technic-iues and are dE?pendent on the techniques
sugr)c?sted in tc-?acher's books. This Eötudy has prcovided some other 
tecliniques ajiart from those sucjgc?ET>tcîd in the teactier's books,
t c?ac: 111?r Ei. ] eio inu t sr?el< n (.-?w tîhc hn i qixes ¿xnd ine thocJs in  o r d e r to  
i I n f!) I" o v e cl a Erj s r c.j cj rn i. n s t r* 1 1 c. t i. a ri .
Gome furttiei" rc^searcti needs to be done in the fie^ lcj to f:ind 
out flow l:eac tiers inip 1 eine?ii t tfiesc? EiJiiggested techniques, what the
rj c f a k f Î e s e e: .ü n ri s t r e i i q  t i \ s o f t: fv e s e t e c 11 n i c;| u. e s a r e , a v\ ci w h y s a m e
I: e c 11 n i. c;] 11 c? s a e m o r“ e s u c c e e£ s  f u 1 t b a n o t fi e r* s .
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APPENDIXES
Appendix 1
Spring 1989
VOCABULARY QUESTI'QNNAIRE
Thin qn as t. i □nn a i re ia prepared in order to find out the ways 
y o li t e a c 11 v i i c a b n i. a r y :i, n E n g 1 i s 11 cl a £5 s e s .
Read the items below and circle the options wliich suit your 
terdin iqi.ie/s in vocabulary teaching.
1. 1 teach ...
a) beginner
...............  level students.
b) intermediate o)advanced
2. I follow the i ri£i truct iorn 
a ) y e s b ) n o
i n t h e t e a c h e r ' s b o o k e x a c 11. y .
3 . 1 1. e a c 11 n e w v o c a b u 1 a r y ( c i. r c 1 e all w h :i. c h a p ]:> 1 y )
a) before presenting tlie subject matter
b) while presenting the subject matter
c) after presenting the subject matter
4 . I n 1 o s s o n s ( c i. r c 1 e a 1.1 w 11 i. (3 h a p p 1 y )
a) 1 don't teach any vocabulary but I ¡iljiaxs. assign my 
students to learn new vocabulary'about the new subject 
matter QLLL_QiL...a..Lati.B.
b) 1 .vipend i:;ome time for vocabulary teaching activities
c) 1 want my students to gUi2.SS---tJlfi_.Ii£'iil.'Ling of new
V o a cl i.j n 1 a. r y f r o m c o n t e x t,
5. I teach vocabulary by (circle all which apply) 
a) using pictures/flash cards 
b ) exp 1a in ing i n Tur kish 
o ) g i. v i.11 g d e f i. n 1. i. i.on s 1.n
V o o a b u I a r y i. t e m s t h a t 
d ) g i V in g c o m m a n d s 
e ) s li o wing 1' e a 1. o b j e c b s
f) using drawings
g) writing on tlie board in a list
li) presen tiiig new words in a
i) presenting new items for pre-game-1 ike activities 
j ) to a c 1) i. 11 g 111 e a n in g s t. fi r o u g h s t. o r i e s
k.) Li s i. n g d i c t i. o n a r i e s
l) analyziru2i words (prefixes, suffixes, etc.)
m) brainstorming
n) using role plays for tlie students own use
o ) oh It e r (please state) ........................
nimple English by means of the 
-.he students already know
context (guessing)
in speaking
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Append :i.x 2
1^‘ l‘i e f o 11 o w i. n s c h o o 1 a i n A rj k a r a were used i. o r data
CO 1 lee 1:. ion :
.1. . Amt; t e p e L i s e s i 
2. Ankara Lisesi 
3 . A n li a r a "1 ’ 1 c a r e t L i s e s i 
4. AtaLurk Lisesi
5 . A y r a n c 1 J.i i. s e s ;l
6 , Ay ra.n c 1 i ‘ i. ca r e 1: I. i  s e s i
7 , C u II l i u r j y e t L i. s e s i
0 . Ç a n k a y a 1’. i. s e rj i.
9. Kurtuluş Lisesi 
İÜ. Ulus Endüstri M esi eli Lisesi
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